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POLICE INSULTS FOR USING 'MRS'
Eisenhower-Nixon Our Choice 'We Don't
(EDITORIAL)

At The Rostrum On Behalf Of A Party

Call Any
Negro Mrs.

.Boy Denies
Confession
To Police

Negro Americans have made greater advancement toard the goals they seek under the leadership of the
Dwight D. Eisenhower - Richard M. Nixon team during
the past nigh four years than at any time since the shackes were struck from our people by the signing of the
Emancipation Proclamation.
Four city officials were sent letThe citizens of Clarksdale. Miss.,
Since its establishment five years ago, this newspaper ters Monday night by a school
where race relations have been a
has been independently democratic. However, we find after teacher humiliated by two officers
degree better than in some comcareful analysis of the political picture, that to lend sup- who frowned upon her placing
munities of the state, are indigport in the forthcoming election to the Democrats would "Mrs." before her name when she
nant over the violence employed
by local police in extracting
be tantamount to a convicted man supplying the rope for signed a traffic ticket.
"phony" confession of rape from
Mrs. Lonnie Briscoe, a Douglas
his hanging, and equivalent to the slapping of a good Saa 16-year-old boy.
maritan who performed his Christian and civic duties by high school teacher, said the ofBeing held in County jail withficers
not
only
told
her,
"We
don't
bringing relief to the mentally and physically wounded.
out bond for the assault of a 13call any 'n-gg-r Mrs.' " hut went
For the best interest of our people, and that interest on to lecture
year-old white girl last Septemher about how she
must be viewed as a distinct part of the well-being of the was "teaching apes, nothing but
ber is Lindy Joe Gains, of Grant
1
street.
nation as a whole, this newspaper chooses to support the prostitutes, liars, thieves and murRecently 3 Citizens Committee,
Eisenhower - Nixon team, rather than the inconsistency derers."
which
included one Negro memof policy of the Adlai E. Stevenson - Estes Kefauver
Mrs. Briscoe wrote Police Comber, was invited to check two conWalker, Memphis Democratic
day conference of veterans
ticket, and the pro-segregation alliances they represent missioner Claude Armour, send-, PARTY REPRESEN'TATIVES
Dawson, (D. III.) They are
fessions — one of robbery a n d
here were, Dudley Martin, of
leader; Atty. James M. Naseen in the order they spoke
ing copies to Mayor Edmund Or- speaking in favor of the Repub.
under the Democrat banner.
another of rape — that the police
Democrats
on
a
licans
Chicago, of the GOP National
and
brit, of Washington, D. C.,
on the program. (Reese PhoSince its inception, it has been the policy of this gill, Police Chief McDonald and public program ending a fourreported young (;ains made.
Speakers
bureau;
and
T.
James
Congressman
William
L.
(os.)
Traffic
Ins
ector
C Legg
INTERVIEWS BOY
newspaper to wage an unrelenting struggle for the atCharles Stringer, the Negro
tainment of first-class citizenship of our people. During OCCURRED LAST FRIDAY
She wrote after being unable to
member of the committee, asked
period of transition from a segregated to an reach the police officials over
the
and received permission to interS"
integrated society, especially here in the South where the weekend.
view the boy. Mr. Stringer stated
issues are joined, we would be disloyal to our people and
The incident occurred about 4:15 j
that Gains readily admitted takthe cause for which we have labored, to endorse a ticket last Friday afternoon on Warford
See BOY, page 2
supported by individuals or groups with the undemocratic st., when two policemen stopped
attitude of the Ellenders, the Talmadges, the Eastlands, Mrs. Briscoe and told her she had
•
been clocked at 38 miles an hour
and locally, the Citizens For Progress.
in a 30-mile zone.
Last spring, while in Atlanta building support for his
She agreed to sign the summons
nomination Stevenson told segregationist Herman Talticket and on of the officers
madge: "We can agree on a great many more things than
Both major parties were cited as the hope of the Ne- "I don't pull any punches eith- ! Mr. Walker, a ranking Tenneswhose name she understood to be
we disagree on, and we need one another." That state- Bennett, asked for her driver's gro Sunday night.
er. I'm a Democrat and proud see labor man, said he rememberof it."
ment is exemplary of the offensive Stevenson expediency. license. After looking at it he proed when the Negro could
join
And the leadership of both came in for unkind words. Mr. Walker said "It was the a union, then added, "but not
look at
We do not have to speculate on the presence and pur- ceeded to call her "Annie", a
Occasion was the closing session of the veterans con- Lord, God Almighty, who set us us now."
pose of the Democrat party's anti alignments. The Demo- first name she does not use.
sponsored here by the Veteran's Benefit, Inc. free, not Abraham Lincoln
ference
He said that President Trureactions
her
her
When
showed
•
crat ticket is yoked, unfortunately with these albatrosses.
He said the record shows man's efforts to get civil rights
disapproval, she said he asked: Scene of the public program was
On the other hand, the Eisenhower - Nixon record is
Adlai Stevenson has a good record
"Well, girl, what is your name?" Clayborn Temple AME church.
ing the Republican Party. I'm not on civil rights and equality includ- legislation was killed off by the "Negroes look for the opportueloquent testimony of progress toward racial equality, and
South and Republicans.
Spokesmen
the
program were going to pull any punches."
on
nity and day to attain full citizento which she answered "Mrs.
ing the integration of the Illinois
the attainment of peace and prosperity without human Briscoe.''
1 Democratic Congressmen William
ship
without any of the segregaRepublican
Party
the
said
SOME
He
GOOD, SOME BAD
sacrifice in war.
tion strings attached," Was the
Dawson, of Chicago and James has done more through the years National Guard and sending to
Mrs. Briscoe said he replied:
Atty,
James
the legislature an FEPC bill reM. Nabrit started gist
of Negro comments to a group
President Eisenhower did not speak as a Pharisee, we "We don't call any 'n-gg-r' Mrs.", T. Walker, Memphis Democrat, on on behalf of the Negro and callby paying a tribute to Congresscommendation.
of white New England newspaperran say now, in his inaugural prayer, when he in calling and called his partner whose name the one side, and Atty. James M. ed the Democratic Party the Neman
Dawson
as
He
said
that
"the
under
administhe
ablest Negro men last week.
Nabrit. secretary and professor of
she took to be Alexander.
n the Almighty said:
gro's "biggest enemy."
trations of Harding, Coolidge and politician we have developed, in The New England editors
law at Howard university, and
and
INSULT
THE
win,
He said if the Democrats
"Especially we pray that our concern shall be for an
Hoover, all Republicans, "not a I this era."
Dudley Martin, an investigator
publishers were visiting in MisAlexanOfficer
important
Conit
was
said
She
'
most
the
of
nine
Referring
to Mr. Walker's state- sissippi to study the relations besingle piece of. civil rights legisthe people, regardless of station, race or calling . .."
der who asked her .what she did for the Illinois Internal Revenue gressional committees would be lation was introduced."
ment that Harding, Coolidge and tween the races in
Through the help of God, and a will to enhance the weldepartment
member
and
a
of
the
that state and
informed,
asked:
"Do
and when
"Under these Republicans we Hoover passed no civil rights to observe reactions to the curfare of all the people, his achievements have been history. you know that you teach nothing GOP speaker's bureau, on the oth- chaired by Southern Democrats,
Martin quoted from clippings werii as bad off as the coolies of legislation, Atty. Nabrit cited all
Mr.
rent issne of integration,
making.
but apes, nothing but prostitutes, er.
Chicago Tri- China. And then God sent us the existing civil rights legislaThe event had been heralded as of stories from the
They interviewed Mississippians
Let's take a look at some of the gains made under the
Congressman
said
which
bune
tion,
including
Franklin Delano Roosevelt."
the 13th, 14th and ranging in status from governI a "great debate" which would deSee INSULTS, page 2
Eisenhower administration:
his
carry
to
15th amendments, pointing out mental and business leaders
cide which way the Negro in the • Dawson would try
to
HAS MADE THE NATION'S CAPITAL, which under
that they all came under Repub- Negro sharecroppers and poor
mid-South would cast his vote on large Negro ward for the Demodewith
them
scaring
crats
by
licans.
Roosevelt and Truman was a citadel of prejudice, as liberal
Nov. 6. However, it came off as
whites.
As one of the Negro lawyers In an interview in the aII-Neas many northern and mid-western cities, by ending the
four speakers in behalf of their pression talk.
The night before he had termparty.
pattern of segregation.
See DEBATE, page 2
See FEAR SEEN, page 2
Atty. James F. Estes served as ed Congressman Dawson an "UnEXPANDED INTEGRATION in the armed services,
rally here when
Tom"
at
a
cle
Imoderator.
in military installations and in federal facilities, including
:
1 FAST START
he read other clippings from anWest Point Military Academy and the veterans' hospitals.
Mr. Martin. a native Memphian, other Chicago daily unfavorable to
ENDED BIAS in the invitation of Negroes to the
I got the session off to a fast the Congressman.
New outside agitators, in the
White House as luncheon and dinner guests, the first time
M. D. McCoy, of 700 Edith. pres- start:
James T. Walker spoke next for
of opooded Ku Klux Klans,
form
band.,
Carriers
Letter
ident
of
the
since 1912.
"I have come to you represent- the Democrats.
descended on the people of little.
PROPOSED THE CREATION of a Civil Rights Di- says the decision of his group
Clinton, Tenn., Saturday night
vision i n the Justice Department, the establishment of a not to participate in the parade
where desegregation of schools
before the Republiean rally in
Civil Rights Commission with subpoena powers and fedhas gone smoothly since the last
Handy Park Saturday night "was
-ral authority to protect the Negro voting rights.
time outsiders stirred up disorin keeping with the band's policy."
ders.
1
MADE CLEAR that the Supreme Court's edict banHe said it was not based on '
The cross-burning and paradingi
ning segregation in public schools is the law of the land tile telegram from Rep. Cliff DaKluxers are apparently trying to
and that it is the duty of the President to uphold the Con- vis to Postmaster A. L. Moreland
accomplish what lawful means Af
questioning the legality of
stitution of the United States.
h e
and earlier violence failed to di:s‘
PROVIDED MORE THAN 300 new government jobs i band's participation. Davis s u g—bring back segregation at the
A Republican said Saturday night, Democratic presifor Negroes, which pay $6,000 and above. These include gested participation would have
formerly
all-white Clinton High
!latch
been
the
Act
'
in
violation
of
two "firsts:" The appointment of sub-Cabinet officer, Asdents have only been able to give the country prosperity school.
which prohibits federal employes
sistant Secretary of Labor J. Ernest Wilkins. and P
takingrespart m such political activ- in times of war and that despite promises to the contrary, Clinton residents, after a fivedential Assistant E. Frederic Morrow. The latter serves ities.
they have been the ones who got us into all the modern year court. fight to retain segregation, finelly decided to go ahead
on an administrative level in the White House. A signifi- Mr. McCoy said his group was ,
with court-ordered integration of
••
cant first to Memphis and the mid-south, was the appoint- not contacted by any official in
Dudley Martin. member of the to engage in a Republican-Demo- the school by admitting 12 Negro
ment of Scoval Richardson, formerly of Nashville to the connection with the rally.
"It is not the policy of our band national GOP speaker's bureau, cratic debate with fellow Repub- students who formerly had to travFederal Parole Board.
take part in partisan activi- speaking to a rally in Handy Park, lican J. M. Nabritt of Howara uni- el 18 miles to Knoxville high
to
FURNISHED MORE ABUNDANTLY a degree of
versity against Congressman Wil- schools.
'LinkedWoodrow
economic security for Negroes by broadening Social Se- ties and there developed among War 1, F. D. Roosevelt to World liam L. Dawson (D., Ill.) called WORKED SMOOTHLY
the inembers a question as to the
curity to include more domestics and farmhands.
Miss Moore placed second in
TOP SPELLER in the first anWar II, and Harry S. Truman Dawson an 'Uncle Tom" and deIntegration worked smoothly for
'nature of this affair. It was declared he "couldn't wait" until a few days and then the outsidthe Press-Scimitar Spelling
nual WD1A Spelling Bee, a
INCREASED THE EARNING POWER of the Negro cided
to the Korean conflict.
that it would be better
'Sunday night to say this in Daw- ers came in.
Bee in April this year. She
feature of the Tri-State Fair,
by the creation of the President's Committee on GovernMoreover, the Chicago Repubnot to paricipate," Mr. McCoy
son's presence.
was one of 20 finalists from
was Miss Vahness Henry
Kasper,
First,
John
of
Washment Contracts. This committee safeguards employment said
lican warned, "the British and
He charged that at the Demo- ington, D. C.. who now faces a
Memphis, Shelby county, West
Moore, 12-year-old daughter
of the Negro by seeing that no corporation or individual He added, "We have a very the French are right now wait- cratic National Convention in ChiTennessee, Arkansas and Misof Mrs. Ida E. Moore, of 1382
holding a government contract discriminates against an high regard for the citizens of ing for Adlai Stevenson a n d cago that Dawson "placed the year in prison in connection with S. Parkway East. Sharing the
sissippi and she and Mrs. Burhis activities, and Asa Carter, of
individual because of race or color. Due to rigid enforce- Memphis, regardless of what Estes Kefauver at the Suez Canal Democratic party above his.tace." Alabama.
chett won an expense-paid
excitement of the win with
Things -reached such a
ment of the non-bias contract clause, more Neroes are party they ar, affiliated with and and if you re crazy enough to elect Martin told his cheering audi- point Gov. Clement had to call in Miss Moore, right, is her spelltrip to Washington, D.C. which
would not want to be thought of them you may as wit kiss your ence "freedom is more important
they will take in the spring
ing teacher at Hamilton High
the State Troopers and then the
See OUR CHOICE. page 2
as representing any one political sons good bye.
when Congress is in sessioe.
in this crucial election than
school. Mrs. Katie R. BorchSee HOODED, page 2
4011111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111141111HIPIlli111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 group."
Martin, a native Memphian here , bread."
elt, junior history leacher.

reat Debate Turns Out Merely
neTalks By Party Spokesmen

ils

Hooded Men
Try Making
New Trouble

Band 'Policy'
Kepi It From
Rally Parade

411

Al

War At Suez Awaits
Demos, Says Martin

Fear Seen
As. Base

Never Wed,Says
Carolle Drake
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Our Choice
(Continued from Page

Eckstine
LOS ANGELES—(INS)—Ballad singer Billy
of a
children
o
w
t
w as charged Monday with fathering
them
leaving
then
and
former Dixie disc jockey and model
without money.
Carolle
The charge was contained in a suit filed by

1)

the
employed in skilled jobs in plants doing business with
history.
government than at any time in
ELIMINATED THE WAR FACTOR as a means of
developing prosperity, hence, the average citizen enjoys
increased income during a period of peace. This achievement effectively quieted the fears and dissipated the rumors that the President as a veteran soldier and war hero
would lead this nation into World War III.
Those are some of the outstanding gains made by
President Eisenhower and his administration. And highly
significant is the fact that by and large the progress made
has been above the level of political expediency.
Thus in supporting the Eisenhower - Nixon ticket,
we choose a distinctive record of overall advancement, a
record bolstered by the equipment to continue advancing,
over promises with a background of inconsistency from
the Stevenson - Kefauver team.
We prefer to go forward with already demonstrated
leadership rather than cast our lot with a speculative venture that lacks the equipment for realization of parts vital
to the Negro.
111111111111111111IIIIIMIM11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Debate
1-

(Continued from Page 1)

Drake, formerly of Atlanta, Ga.,
for child support.
She said in her suit that the
famous singer had promised to
marry her after his divorce from
Mrs. June Eckstine became final
last May.
Miss Drake said Eckstine, who
was sued under his true name of
William Eckstine, made the prtimise in 1933 to persuade her to
live with him.
She said she agreed and as a
result gave birth to two children,

Fear Seen
(Continued on Page 2)

town of Mound Bayou, Tueswho argued the segregation cases gro
day of last week, it was reported
that led to the Supreme Court's
that Negroes "pulled no punches"
edict against segregated public
giving the visitors their views
in
that
schools, Atty. Nabrit said
on the situation.
civil
argued
has
he
wherever
BALLOTS NOT COUNTED
rights in courts he has had to
Well-known Dr. E. P. Burton
face Democrats as the opposition. of that city reportedly stated his
Atty. Nabrit said there were belief that whites teach their chilsome-good Democrats and some dren that Negroes are inferior, and
bad Republicans.
that be feels integration should
f "But it is difficult for me to he gradual, starting in the first
see how we can continue, under grade. He said no effort is being
a system which puts men in im- made between whites and Negroes
BILLY ECRSTINE
through to work out segregation problems
portant chairmanships
,
Democrats
seniority, to support
in the state.
one now two years old and the
knowing Southerners will take C. V. Thurmond, postmaster at
other three months old.
Mound Bayou, said, "An unwritover so many key positions."
She demanded that he pay $1,500
unseen hand is keeping
monthly support for the children
; Atty. Nabrit said it was the ten and
under pressure," and that
and said Eckstine had "received
Democrats who killed the Ad- Negroes
there are some good peoalthough
in
bill
rights
civil
n's
each child into his family as his
ministratio
ple who are trying to change sitown" and had publicly acknowlthe last session which among othuations that now exist in Missisa
up
set
have
would
things,
edged that he was their father.
er
sippi, others are doing their best
Miss Drake also said Eckstine
special division on civil rights and
to retard these efforts.
her as his wife on
introduced
would have given the government
Vice Mayor Edwards reportedly
"numerous occasions."
the right to intervene directly in told the editors that Negroes in
She estimated that Eckstine
other cases.
Mound Bayou vote but that their
-250,000 a year as o n e of
three!
earns
the
of
He noted that one
ballots are not counted.
top popular singers and
CongressAmerica's
Democratic
of
Negro
Dr. J. H.. White, president
had
expenses for the chilPowell,
her
listed
Clayton
men, Adam
Mississippi Vocational college, at
dren as $1,737 a month.
switched to Eisenhower. "Maybe," Itta Bena, emphasized to the New
Prior to meeting Eckstine, she
CAROLE DRAKE
he suggested, "Congressman Daw- England visitors that he is prisaid, she earned $450 a week as
son will change again."
marily interested in the education
Miss Drake, a former New York
a disc jockey and model in AtSOLD DOWN RIVER
of the 300,000 in the Delta, and
came into prominence in
'highmodel
was
his
it
paid
added
she
r
but
Dawson
lanta,
Congressman
mentioned the progress of the col'40's when her minister
the
late
could
"one
she
ly speculative" whether
lege since he has headed it.
respects to Dr. Nabrit as
a Rev. Faulkner whom
husband,
the
t.
in
employmen
such
minds
regain
inlegal
Negroes
Mississippi
great
told
All
of the
divorced, filed suit for
later
W.
income
she
no
George
had
Lois
Miss
has
she
Labor;
said
She
partment of
terviewed by the newsmen gave
nation" and to Lt.
publican National Committee;
right: Mrs. Lois Lippman,
WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT—
the $50,000 against Joe Louis charging
money
Dr.
spewhat
by
except
information
discrim1953
presented
(top),
since
of
continuing
Taylor
a
picture
being
asafter
Fowler,
Lee
Mrs. Gwendolyn
White House Secretary; Mrs.
that the ex-champion had stolen
Some of the talented and at.
cialist in the U. S. Informa- 1 singer has given her.
ination against Negroes in educaJ. E. Walker.
sistant program analyst f o r
Marr, area advisC.
Carmel
now
are
who
women
tractive
the
the affections of his wife.
N'ann
that
Jessie
demanded
also
Mrs.
Agency;
Drake
tion, voting, and equal justice.
tion
Miss
n
Cooperatio
He said that right after
al
the Internation
or on the staff of Ambassajobs in govtop-level
school
The suit was settled out of court
holding
Engthe
New
establish'
of
of
to
reacton
to
member
The
required
went
be
one-time
Eckstine
(bottom
Negroes
Civil War
Administration, assigned to
dor Henry Cabot Lodge at the
them
of
many
—
state
both Louis and Carolle denyernment
from
with
heard
they
what
future
the
the
insure
to
nt
landers
to
in
fund
a trust
the International Developme
with whites, served
Saigon, Viet Nam; and Mrs.
United Nations; and Mrs. Jucharges.
the
ing
opened for the first time unchildren,
the
and
of
board;
education
advisory
Agency's
legislatures and represented their Negro and white Mississippians
asJewel Stradford Rogers,
lia P. Cooper, attorney in the
was summed up in the view of one
der the Eisenhower AdminisRuth V. Washington, atMiss
attorney
States in the 13. S. Congress.
district
S.
U.
Desistant
the
of
division
criminal
said, "It seems to me that
tration — or in other key adtorney in the solicitor's office
"You lost all this," be said, who
in Chicago BOTTOM ROW—
partment of Justice. — CENin the Nzof all legislation
basis
posts
is
the
fear
e
ministrativ
us
sold
s
Republican
City. (Photos by Clifton Cam "when the
minorChurch,
Roberta
Miss
DaThalia
Mrs.
ROW:
TER
and efforts to prevent Negroes
tion's Capital and throughout
bell.)
Dedown the river to get the presithe
in
consultant
ity
group
Reto
vis Thomas, assistant
from gaining the rights to which
the world. TOP ROW, left to
dency. They told the South, help
entitled."
are
they
denaturwe'll
and
us elect Hayes
title in several ways. Although the
alize the Negro problem.
London ticket scalpers were get"So they pulled out their troops
ting as high as seventy dollars a
and let the Ku Klux Klan ride.
pair for opening night tickets to
They let them keep you from the,
Liberace's first European concert,
(Continued from page 1)
polls until they could get you .
the London Press panned him
(Continued on Page 2)
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
out of the legislature.
something awful, but you can bet
liars, thieves and 'murderers?"
HOLLYWOOD — Singer Billy Eckstine, 43, said yes"Then came the 'white Grand- Ing a sum of money from a Mrs. While he went on to tell her
your bottom shilling that that will
terday that not only is he willing to support his two chilfather clause' in the Democratic' Farris, for whom he worked, but how "the good Lord had damned ; HOLLYWOOD — Eve Arden has 1 can practically retire. Smart gal. not stop him.
Primary and the Republicans, emphatically denied the rape con- the Negro and how the Negro sold all of her rights in one hun- this.
How about the barber shop that dren by model Carolle Drake, 33, but that he would Us
who didn't want a party in the fession.
would always be inferior in the dred and fifty "Our Miss Brooks" ; With gorgeous Valerie Allen, Karl Malden, star of Warner's to have custody of them. He denied he had neglected to
as
Mr.
quoted
Gains
Stringer
South, pulled out and left you at
that she would have films to C.B.S. for cash. These considered by many to be the "Baby Doll" found in Benoit, Miss.
saying: "The police beat me, and South. and
their mercy."
or West to be called films are enjoying a re-run as a most beautiful girl in Hollywood while on location there. The shop support them as she has charged.
North
go
to
what they told me. I didn't
This statement was in answer'
Turning to Atty. Nabrit he ask- I did
day time feature on many of CBS playing opposite Frank Sinatra, was filled with canaries — about
rape the girl, but I did take the 'Mrs.' "
to a paternity suit filed against 1 riage;
ed. ''Didn't they, professor?"
e
h
of,
"T
in
friend
freedom
the
have
girl
birds
ticshow
refinished
the
twenty
the
his
money
Bennett
With
as
TV stations.
money from the place where I Officer
him in Los Angeles Monday by; He said he was willing to supMUST FIGHT
alized from this sale, Miss Arden Joker is Wild" we can take that, the shop, their nest built of huket and gave it to her to sign.
ly port his children, but that he
the
th ata rr
edtom
Congressman Dawson said "No- knew Mrs. Harris hid it."
Miss Drake, ualto
on
are
visible
twine
and
hair
man
and
hurt
"As
said
Briscoe
Mrs.
one
promise
k
bro
ge
body's going to give you any- Mr. Stringer reported that
in
telt no responsibility for the other
s
and
cranny.
ledge
available
every
Gains' head was swollen humiliated as I was, and surprised
thing, civil rights or anything else. side of
a r e her and did not support the chit- two. He also stated he would like
the
customers
if
wonder
(I
I
of
the
officers,
conduct
the
by
the
whipping.
from
You've got to fight for what you
furnished with umbrellas). T h e dren, Edward, 2'2, and Guy, three to adopt his children.
He was under the impression, still tried to maintain my digwant."
; In her suit, Miss Drake, who
time that I saw Rose Harda- months.
last
is
not
guilthat
Gains
reportedly,
"Mrs.
ticket
the
In what sounded a whack at Mr. ty of the rape charge, and that nity." She signed
Eckstine denied the latter corn- declared that she formerly earnand singing
dancing
was
she
way,
Martin he asserted, -it's not poli- the boy did not make a volun- A. M. Briscoe."
in Paris, now she is working in plaint and added that not only ed $450 a week as a disc jockey
••
tics when a Negro seeks to tear tary confession.
MALNTAINED HER DIGNITY
Larry Steele's revue in Las Vegas. did he support his two children, • and model in Atlanta, asked for
IMI•SS-1
down one of his own leaders."
a
called
was
n
is something about Rose that , but he also supported two of Miss $1,500 a month support for the
she
That
time
E.
Henry,
Dr.
businessma
A.
this
: At
Dawson asked, "Why ..hould you of Clarksdale, stated that the comPearl Bailey. With Sa- Drake's children by a former mar- children.
ushered into
and
resembles
n-gg-r'
'"smart
all belong to one party?"
behind the a squad car and threatened with NOT A SPACE traveler of
has
rallied
moving into Zardi's
munity
Vaughan
rah
Turning to President Eisenhow- Gains family in giving financial
the 25th century with a misJazzland on the 17th,
Hollywood
did
er
jailed.
being
er, he declared "Eisenhow
support in the case. 'The people
when Al Hibbler moves out, headof the future, but rather
After some more talk, the of- sile
not believe in integration when here," he said "are going to try
ing back east, it brings to mind,
missile
today's
guided
one
of
the
integrate
called a lieutenant who, Mrs.
Truman moved to
to prevent Gains from becoming ficers
that we heard, yes we only heard,
Briscoe said, wore No. 44 on his test pilots. Lt. Commander
Army and he doesn't believe in it a scapegoat in this case."
that Sarah's newest record "We
-U.S.
the
of
A.
Tierney
G.
.
and rode a motorcycle She
now!"
following t h e cap
that
stated
Did it Again" is very naughty.
He
Eisenhowsaid he stated -he wasn't going to Naval Ordinance test station,
He asked "where was
placwas
curfew
With Maria Kiva, the Broadway
midnight
a
rape,
er when Mrs. Mary Terrell was ed on the town by police in an 'instruct his boys to call any Negro China Lake, Calif., and the
stage star having her third child,
Washingin
she signed the Navy's latest giuded missile,
walking the streets
NEW YORK — (INS) — Demo- sured" by the White House to
effort to apprehend the attacker Mrs. but any way
it makes her mother Marlene Die, ticket was OK.'
ton trying to get segregation out?" as quickly as possible.
the Sidewinder.
trich, a three time granny, and cratic Rep. Adam Clayton Powell squash federal charges ag ainst
Euin
was
"He
then answered,
Mrs. Briscoe said she thought
she is very proud of the distinc- of New York, who has announced members of his staff.
Lindy Joe comes from a family
rope segregating Negro soldiers."
policemen would be courteous and
tion. Most glamour gals in show his support of President Eisenhow-1 Claiming that he was given an
family,
the
in
The
cldest
seven.
of
ABOUT DIXIECRATS
respectful to any citizen. She lives
biz, dislike the thought, but not er, said today that the C h i e f audience by Eisenhower after
bread-winmale
chief
the
was
he
as
Dixiecrat
Dawson labeled a
753 Boston.
at
Mrs.
dead.
Marlene, she is telling all who will Executive made three specific seven futile attempts to discuss
is
his
father
since
ner,
"a bird who gets elected as a Gains had hoped to get him back
listen of this new bundle from commitments on civil rights,
matters with Adlai Stevenson, Pow
the
with
flying
goes
Democrat and
Fall, but she had
this
ell
heaven.
in
c
school
said the President agreed
said
the
cornan
The
Congressm
Republicans." and added, "we're been so pressed for financial
t
Cab Calloway was supposed to niitments included a promise too
these three civil rights acRethe
to
all
them
give
going to
:b_ill giving
help that the boy had to be kept
1 stay four weeks at Ciro's on the support Powell's bill on segrega•
publicans."
but it looks like tion in public education which
strip,
Hollywood
.
cottonfields
the
in
Enactment of a right-to.
He charged too that James 0.
he has lost some of his drawing • Mr. Eisenhower had vetoed
the Justice depart.
in
patronage
Eastland handles
power and is bowing out. With Lil- amendment form.
ment new powers to enter any
Mississippi for Eisenhower.
in
lian Randolph and her wonderful
1 Powell startled New York De- state on its own initiative to see
On the issue of the Southerners
singing group about to start on a mocrats last Thursday by endors• that everyone is permitted to vote
ips
chairmansh
getting important
nation and world wide tour, Ciro's ing the President for re-election in a national election, and proTALLAHASSEE, Fla — Because
when the Democrats win, Daw(Continued from Page 1)
are mighty lucky to get them and
an
injunction
for
request
their
imall
is
chairman
At the time, he said Adlai E. viding for rejected persons to bring
son said "no
Lil as a replacement, and I'll bet Stevenson had "snubbed" the na- ; civil suit against anyone deprivwas denied, the 22 Negroes who
National Guard on Labor D a
portant."
right now, the S.R.O. sign will go
ing them of such rights.
operated a car pool here as their
tion's Negro voters.
"Quit crying." he admonished, weekend.
superb, when
is
group
This
up.
2. — A firm policy whereby
buseity
of
the
in
boycott
part
yourself"
Things rcturned to a peaceful,
1 After testifying as a government
and "do something for
they hit your town, be sure to hear , witness against one of his aides, school authorities refusing to obey
Congressman Dawson said he state while the guards was there. ; ses, will go on trial
them.
Acy Lennon, on trial in federal a federal court order on integraCity officials charge that the
came to Memphis to speak to Since, the most serious thing
They say that Humphrey Bo- court for alleged income tax evas- lions of students, and state officials
the veterans, ''not to enter into which as happened has been the car pool was operated illegally.
gart really had cancer of the ion, t h e
congressman denied failing to enforce such an order,
a tirade against anybody or to bursting of a small bomb in the The boycott began last spring in
and that he is all right
throat,
damcharges he was "pres- be arrested for contempt: and
Negro community. It did no
talk politics."
a protest over segregated seating'
now. We are praying for you Bog- Democratic
further, that is as many federal
age.
and abuse of Negro passengers by
gie.
marshals and deputies be made
Clinton
in
rally
unheralded
The
white bus drivers.
from
geles to their kiddies
The Mills Brothers were in
available as are needed to enby the Klansmen put little Clinliner
Queen
had
the
Eliza.
aboard
Council
The Negro Inter
Las Vegas, rocking the Flamingo
force the policy.
ton back in the limelight.
heth on the high seas, while
hotel with Carol Haney, the forto issue an
3. —Support of a new bill on
Four crosses were burned and petitioned the court
enroutes to England. It is quite
Game.
Pajama
star
of
mer
federal
aid to education, to be
ehased newsmen overheard o n e injunction to prevent the city from
hear
the
when
you
thrill
is
a
voice
What a delightful picture
speaker referring to memocrs of prosecuting the cases and to halt
"Tea and Sympathy" it is so real, of a loved one while in mid- drawn up by Powell along lines of
the Supreme Court as "the nine police from making further aryou'll laugh and you'll cry, it's ocean. We did it once, when I his old amendment, but with he
A special, surprise, three-star devils."
so warm and convincing. Debo- talked to Rocky, that's my two- suggested provision that • ,c
charges.
the
on
rests
single record release was sprung
About 30 of the cars carrying
state get money according tn it,
rah Kerr and John Kerr, (no re- twenty pound guy.
by Calytol on the nation's record the hooded gents-of-last recourse,
However, Federal Judge Dozier
need, rather than on a per capita
gets
the
Harry
Belafonte
James
cast
so
perfectly
are
lationship)
dealers today with promotion- passed through Knoxville enroute A. D(-vane turned down the reJ. Hoey Award for Interracial basis, and funds he cut off prompt.
for their parts.
packed new disks by Frank Si- to the rally. Two carloads wcre
Justice from the Catholic Inter. ly from school districts ITN,.
Alan and Sue Ladd make a
quest. The circuit court also turnnatra, Nat "King" Cole, and stopped for running red lights and ,
racial Council.
ing to obey a court order.
telephone call to Los Annightly
'their drivers freed on $10 bond.' ed it down earlier.
"Tennessee" Ernie Ford,

Boy
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WHY YOU SHOULD VOTE THE GOP TICKET
Workers
1Get Help
From Lee
Cotton pickers from Memphis
and this area found a friend in
U. George W. Lee, Republican
leader, when they were being
touched in their pocketbooks by
a pay-scale inequity.
While he was carrying the Republican story to the cotton pickers Lt. Lee was -shocked and
amazed" to find Mexicans were
working as cotton choppers and
pickers and getting 50 cents an
hour while Negro workers got only
30 Cents for the same labor.
"When I heard about it," Lt.
Lee said, "1 a'most ran back to
my office and called RepresentLT. G. W. LEE
ative B. Carroll Reece." Representative Rec.. is one of Tennessee's two livublican congressmen.
Right aa ay. Colgressinan Reece
acted.
He introduced ino the House of
Representatives a resolution to investigate the wage differential between Mexican and Negro cotton
in the Mid-South.
A man of conviction, action and achievement— workersLee,
known as a chain.
It.
Republican
that's IA. George W. Lee, Memphis
pion of the Negro cause at evleader, noted author. mastor orator and respected ery level, said he also found
leader of educational, civic and charitable efforts. that Mexicans were paid 91.50
Many have been
on rainy days when no work
this man's political,
was done while Negro workers
ant during a critical
paid nothing.
were
business and civic acperiod when
there
The Mexican workers were
and
complishments
were very few Negro
brought from Mexico for the Sumthousands have beneofficers. He received a
mer and housed on cotton planfited from his hercucitation for bravery in
tations. Negro workers are taken
lean efforts. on bethe Battle of Benardaily from Memphis during t h e
half of his people.
ville in the Argonne.
season in trucks and buses. Most
After military discharge,
Just recently anof them live in Memphis.
be came to Memphis in
"It is a shocking thing if Mexiother of a line of rec1919 and began a successcans can take more of our Ameriwas paid
ognitions
ful career in the insurance
can dollars out of this country
him when the George
business with the old Misthan their American competitors!
W. Lee Post Office
sissippi
Life
Insurance
are making," Lt. Lee declarde.
Station on Mississipcompany. His exceptional
He said he thougot the resolution!
pi blvd. in Memphis
ability led to his employintroduced by Congressman Reece I
dedicated and
was
ment with a larger firm in
should "bring some justice in
1924. Atlanta Life with
named in his honor.
this matter."
whom he still serves as
Born 60 years ago
Lt. Lee estimates there are
Memphis manager. A new
about 10,000 Ncgro cotton workers
Lt.
in Mississippi.
company building is being
in the Memphis area. He said;
Lee is a shining explanned for Memphis.
he thought their pay was below1
ample of the heights
SCHOOLED BY CHURCH
that
of the Mexicans because of 1
of achievements for a
Lt. Lee began to take an
governmental agreement on the
man possessing reactive interest in politics in
minimum wage.
markable talents and
1925 while finding another
Hundreds of other laborers, as
having the dynamic
avenue of expression in the
well as thoae connected with the
composition of great prose.
energy to succeed in
cotton industry, recognize in this
Politically schooled by the
quick and straight-forward acthe face of many oblate R. R. "Bob" Church,
I tion started by a local Republistacles.
he was arnaiingly successcan leader and pushed in the naFrom the cotton
ful in both writing and poltion's capital by another Republifields of Mississippi
itics.
can. proof of the GOP claim that
he worked his way
In the Elks Lt. Lee rose
they are interested in the little
through school. finfast, becoming the Grand
man and his problems.
ishing Alcorn college.
Commissioner of Education
1111111111WanuantlItaltlialtItoeinntIM1111111111111111I
I
Then he volunteered
and in that office has inn
d
a
stituted many new
for the Army in
heralded programs. He has
World War 1. attendadministered the giving of
ed Officers Training
more than 9200,000 worth
School and rose to
On the local level. the Repubof scholarships to Negro
rank of first lieutenlicans have done more during
and white youths.
the past three and a half years
As a political leader Lt.
to provide job opportunities, emLee has been a giant amorlA
ployment security, and to aid the
men. He is the one person
general progress of the Negro
responsible for the survival
toward first.class citizenship
of the Republican Party in
than the Democrats did in 20
Memphis during the nationyears.
al dominance of the DemoResponsible for this largely is
cratic Party from 1932 to
the dynamic, intelligently mili1952.
Mainly through his eftant leadership of U. George W.
forts in Memphis and ShelLee. He and his organization
have transformed the gloom and
by county and a heavy Republican vote in other parts
despair which blanketed Negroes
locally and elsewhere in 1952 into
of the state, Tennessee.
radiant confidence and hope.
joined the Republicans for
On the national level it cannot
the first timy. in decades.
In t h e political arena
be refuted that President Dwight
there fly charges and counD. Eisenhower has done more
tercharges but there are
CONGRESSMAN B.
to make the Negro a first-class
none so brazen as to try
citizen than any President of the
Carroll Reece, U. S.
to show that George W.
United States since the great
Representative from
Lee, through voice a n d
Abraham Lincoln.
the first district of
deed, has failed to fight a
He has utilized the powers of
Tennessee,
and a
good battle for his people.
his office to expand the oppordose friend of Shelby
tunities and to advance the welRepublican leader Lt.
fare of Negroes. The President
George W. Lee. is alhas been motivated to do this
ways receptive to
not as a politician, but as one
calls for any assiswho feels there should be no
second rate citizenship in a countance as he again
try whose government and redemonstrated when
ligion are based on equality of
he acted in the case
all American citizens.
of Mexicans getting
•.In this Republican Supple.
higher cotton picking
meat, you will find some of the
wages than Negroes.
outstanding achievements of the
He refused, as did
party, both on local and national
Tennessee's
other
levels. They are proof positive
GOP congressman, to
that your vote for the Republican
sign the anti-integraticket on Nov. 6 will be a vote
tion "Southern Manifor continued progress of our pet).
plc, peace and prosperity.
BOB CHURCH
festo."

Story Of Accepted
Leader, Lt. G. W.Lee

Vote For These Candidates

ATTY. HERBERT
HARPER (left) is making his third hid for the
U. S. Congress this year.
A well-known lecturer
and news commentator,
he leis been in local Republ,nn politics for 35
years. He resides at
1540 Union. Negroes.
°the.. than dyed•1n-wool
GOP'ers are interested

in his candidacy because
he opposes Cliff Davis,
Democrat and "Manifesto" signer. Dr.. B. F. McCleave, (center) long active in local Republican
affairs and a leader in
his community, is running for the state senate. He is on the staff of
Collins Chapel, E. H.
Crump Memorial and
the Terrell
Memorial

hospitals. George (7.
Harrison, (right) senate
candidate, an attorney,
long active
;dillies, past .comis
i
naniler
Post
o
ich
rt ‘;
\t681. Ile attended University of Southern Illinois. graduated from
Cumberland university..
Ran for same post in
1954.

re,

C
ROBERT E. LEE. (left)

another Republican candidate for the state senate, is owner of Lee
Business Service, an attorney, graduate of Vanderbilt
university.
World War II veteran,
member of American
Legion, Phi Beta Kappa

and Knights of Columbus. William R. Bradford (center) is President of the AFL Boilermakers local, long ac
:
live in Republican affairs. He is Republican
Ward captain in 34th
ward, has been with Illinois Central Railroad
for more than :l0 years

a steward in Nlart in
Memorial (' M E
church. Resides at 1661
Latham. Ben D. Fopay,
(right) a native Missourian. is a druggist of
some 30 years, has long
and is

record
of Republican
Party. work. He is a Mason, attends St. Luke
Methodist church.

0,4

-FOREWORD-

WILMOT A. DANIELSON, (left) retired brigadier
general,
like
President Eisenhower,

Elks, Blues Bowl and
charitable
enterprises,
he is area captain of the

Lincoln League, an active Republican Women's group.

MRS. %V.
DONIGAN,
(left) housewife and a
graduate of Christian
college, Clinton, Ky., is
active as a teacher,

Wells Awsumb, (right)
of 1685 Forrest, homemaker, who has been
terrificly effective at
the grass roots level in
support of other candidates in the past, is

has given his country
long and useful years of
service. "The general"
resides at, 4559 RalieghBartlett rd., wants to
further serve his fellow
citizens in the state legislature. James R. Foreman, (center) Air Force
veteran of World War
II. is district manager
of the Wilkening manufacturing co., of Philadelphia, pa., a member
of the Park Avenue
Baptist church, he was
a Republican nominee
for the legislature in
the 1954 elections. T. L.
Spencer, (right) another Republican who made
the race in 1954, is promotion manager for the
Union Protective Assurance company on Beale

the Lindenwood Christian church. She long
has been active in local
civic affairs. Seeks the

in

floterial house seat. Mrs.

Street.

Long active

youth director, department superintendent in

making her own bid for
the state legislature in a
door-knocking campaign.

Party Better
Equipped To
Extend Rights
If ftr no other reason, and there are others, the
enlightened Negro will cast his vote for the Republican candidates—straight down the line—this Nov.
6, as the party best equipped to extend first-class
citizenship and true democracy to 16 million colored
Americans.
The Democrats will not, further cannot, do this
job because they are split down the middle on civil
•
irights. The very core of the Democratic party in
the South through "Manifestos" and other means
have put themselves on record to do everything
humanely possible to keep first-class citizenship
from the Negro.
Negro Vote Important
These are the convictions
of Lt. George W. Lee and
other Republican leaders
Ithroughout Tennessee, a
1 state which can go according to the dictates of the
Negro voters this Nov. 6.
These Republican leaders,
from State Chairman Guy
1Smith, Knoxville on down,
are pushing for another
great victory in Tennessee
this year for President
' Eisenhower and Vice President Nixon,
Estimated 130,000 Votes
An admittedly important
Negro vote, estimated at
more than 130,000 much of
it in Memphis and Shelby
WALKER L. VVELLFORD
county, can pull the deciding levers on Nov. 6.
In Shelby county Negroes
can see hope of better days
with the Republicans than
, through Democrats who
, have tailed through the
• years to come through with
any type of public jobs or
places of influence in the
party organization. They
see, too, a slate of Citizens
For Progress candidates,
Democrats, running on an
interposition ticket.
On the other hand they
see a Republican campaign
being tun by three cochairmen, one of them 0.
T. Westbrook, an official of
the Union Protective Assurance company. T h •
others are white attorneys
• Armistead Clay and Walk• er Watford jr.
0. T. WESTBROOK
What They See
They see a slate of candidates running on the Republican ticket these men
are working to elect which
includes three Negroes.
They see Negroes.such as
Lt. George W. Lee and Dr.
• R. Q. Venson going to California as delegates to the
national convention. They
see others such as Mrs.
Lola Lee. secretary of the
Republican Primary board,
In bonafide party positions.
Heavy Negro Republican
voting in states like Tennessee where no senator is
ARMISTEAD F. a AY
up for election but where
-Manifesto" signer Cliff
old Thompson laws case
Davis is up for the Concame up.
gress. will help hasten the
These laws passed by the
day when Southern politi1872-13 legislative assembly
cians would not dare sign
of the District of Columbia
their names to such antimade it unlawful for a ressegregation documents.
owner and certain
taurant
Scoff At Claims
other places of public acRepublicans like It. Lee
commodation to refuse serscoff at the Democratic
vice on a racial basis.
claim that hard times
A Warning
come wider the RepubliLee recalled that front
cans. "They won the
about 1940 until 1946 No
Negro vote last time by
groes were no longer hired
misrepresentation a n d
for postal service here and
fraud by charging that if
that this was changed
Eisenhower won Negroes
when Republican Senator
would be selling apples in
William Langer headed an
the streets and the uneminvestigation into the matployed would fill the public
ter.
squares.
Have No Voice
"Today, more people are
employed than ever beNo Negro democrat In
fore.' ra y
Shelby county has any inWeekly
fluence position with the
lie said the average
recognized Democratic parweekly pay is now up 912
ty and thus no voice at all
and there is a new minion job appointments or any
mum hourly scale of $l..
other matter.
Lost No Time
These leaders say it will
Eisenhower, they say,
be a grand day this Nov.
lost no time having the
6 if Negroes can say "we
justice department under
turned the tide in TennesAtty. General
Herbert
see for the party of AbraBrownell file a friend of
ham Lincoln and Dwight
the court brief when the
David Eisenhower."
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Republican Landmark:

HistoryMade With edication OfLee Stalion

S P()SI OffICE
ORIONIS f,

r

A MONUMEN'T TO SERV; ICE AND PROGRESS k this
i George W. Lee Postal Station
! at 328 Mississippi blvd., nam•

ed for one of Memphis' most
outstanding citizens and head•
rd by a Negro superintendent.
William F. (Bull) Owens.

Providing service f o r ap•
proximately 23.000 residents.
It is one of the most up-to•date
stations in Memphis. No living

Negro American has ever been
so honored by the Post Office Department.

DEDICATION GUESTS on
July 29, 1956, for the official
dedication program of the
Ceorge W. Lee Post Office included those seen on platform

here. They include ('ME Sen.
ior Bishop J, Arthur Hamlett,
Rev. F.. W. Williamson, Joseph A. Clarke, staff assistant to the assistant postmas-

ter general; Thomas P. Bomar. of the Postmaster General's office; Ormande Kieb.
assistant postmaster general,
bureau of facilities, dedicatory
- ts.
Assess-

speaker: A. L. Moreland, 10cal postrmtster, and William
F. Oweo„ superintendent of
George W. Lee Station.

COMMTFTEE GREETS RIER
— A special group was on
hand to greet Ormande
assistant postmaster general,

upon his arrival in Memphis to dedicate the new Lee
station. Lt. George W. Lee.
Republican leader for whom

the station Is named, greets
the Washington official as he
steps down from plane. Mr.
Kieb spoke at Mason Temple,

international headquarters of
the Church of God in Christ,
then rode in parade to the
station for the formal dedication.

A LARGE NUMBER of Mem.
phis ministers played ac•
live role in dedication of the
new postal facility. Here with

H. E. Elliott, assistant to the
regional operation manager,
Postmaster A.
Moreland,
and Lt. G. W. Lee, are: Rev'

erends G. T. Thomas, S. E.
Hampton, A. E, Campbell, W.
Herbert Brewster, Ros Lose,
C. M. Lee, A. R. Williams,

S. A. Owen, Blair T. Hunt.
II. W. Norsworthy and II. ff.
Harper.

tather•
CROWDS
HUGE
est along the parade route as
the Letter Carriers b a n'd
and other parade units mosed
from Mason Temple where the

ON HIS WAY to take part in
a bistery-making event is Asssistant Postmaster General
Ormande Kieb who came to
Memphis for the dedication of
Let Postal station. It was the
first time a national adminis•

the main address was made
to site of the new postal sta
tion. The dedication, during
the latter part of July. came
a few das s before the %ug•

(ration had recognized a lis•
ing American Negro b) giving him the honor of has ing
a post office station nameil
tor him. Lt. George W. Lee
passes Lee station daily going
from his home to his Beale
street offices.

gust Primary in Shelby county
and when the voting was
0‘er more Negroes than ever
before had cast their soles
for the Republican candidates.

HIGH MOMENT in the dedicatory program came when
:Assistant Postmaster Gener
al Ormande Kieb presented the

Negroes on Nos. 6 could eke
Tennessee, Memphis and 'hel
by county, tothe Republicans
this year.

flag which now flies over the
George W. Lee station to Post'
master A. L. Moreland. Looking on are Lt. George W. Lee,

%IV MING BANDS. OMNI.
T %RIES. many of the persons
who turned out for the post
office dedication came long be'

second from left, and William Owen, who as superinintendent tit the Lee station.
receised the flag from Post'

fore the scheduled hour for
the dedication. They lined the
sidewalks, climbed onto nearby yards and pushed into

master Moreland. The flag
was hoisted Tuesday, Oct. 9,
when Lee station opened its
doors for business.

the street as officials arrived
and mounted t he platform.
They had come to witness
a historic spectacle of recog-

ONE OF STIRRING addresses
delivered at the dedication was
by Mrs. Thalia Thomas. exec
(lye assistant to Val Washing
ton, who is assistant to the
chairman of the Republican
National
Committee.
Mrs
Thomas pointed out scores

nition being paid a fellow Nes
g r o citizen by ranking officials of the Eisenhower Administration.

of beneficial changes wrought
on belKlf of the Negro since
the Eisenhower Administration went into office and urged Negfo citizens to consider
these great changes and the
cspected improvements of the
future when they march to the
ballot boxes.
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SOME OUTSTANDING LOCAL ACHIEVEMENTS
R. Lynom
Served As
U.S. Deputy

Recognized Top Ability
Of Owen And Jackson

Felton J. Earls In Key
Spot At Local Post Office

MTs. Lee On
Integrated
GOP Board

to itork
George W. Lee Postal Station opened for business
The highest ranking Negro in the postal field service grader, and Philip Martin, 5.
here Tuesday morning, Oct. 9, with a Negro superintenIn New Orleans he is president
United States (outside Washington. D. C.). is right
in
the
talked
the
about
Later
Lee
1,1.
dent in charge.
of the trustee board of Peel MethoThe Republican Primary Board
Clarke, asA.
Joseph
with
post
downtown.
matter
main
the
office
in
in
here
appoint.
Memphis
A t radition-shattering
When the flag was run-up over the mid-South's most
dist church. immediate past presi- of Shelby County. which‘
is comsistant to the assistant postmaster ment by Republicans was that of
rerd..
Mitchell
359
of
-10
Felton
is
Earls.
He
James
modern postal facility and William F. (Bull) Owen took
dent of the Crescent City branch
general.
I aymond Lynont. young business- gional transportation distribution and routing officer in of the National Alliance of Postal posed of four whites and one Negro, is a significant example of
These contacts led to Post Office man. as a dews in the office of
the office of the Regional TransEmployees. Ile is a member of Phi fair-play in
Department being asked to make,
action.
Beta Sigma fraternity
portation Manager in Memphis.
a review of the records of persons:
As a staff assistant to Efton
being considered for three MemLewis. regional
phis openings.
transportation
manager. Mr. Earls plans and diMr. Owen's record stood up and
rects the preparation of schemes
he received a clerk-in-charge apand schedules in connection with
pointment, first to East Station in.
the distribution and routing of air
an all-white neighborhood, later1
and surface mails for Tennessee.
being transferred by mutual agree-'
Mississippi and Alabaint.,.
ment to DeSoto Station.
This appointment with the outThe mph))mem of 16 census
• ONLY ONE IN SOUTH
going mails section was effective
here. including two
enumerators
•
The New Orleans-born II'S man
March 1, 1955.
whites, is an example of democrais the only Negro in the south in
On Dec. 1 the same year Mr.
• cy in action of the Eisenhower ada regional ottice and is one of few
Owen was made foreman of mails
ministration and local GOP leadin the country.
at Davis Station and on Oct. 6.:
Working under his supervision
1956 he became Superintendent of:
workers o ere employ ed in
are five others in the section, all
the George W. Lee Station, first
• the Fall of 1954 to make an apse
white and mostly from Memphis.
ever named for a living Negro.
, cultural census of West TennesWhile the first of his race to
Mr. Owen entered postal service
I see. The census covered the (*nuhave office space in the Post Office
as a mail handler in 1940.
, meranon ol farmers. acreage.
here, Mr. Earls says his ranking
A former serviceman Mr. Owen .
crops, livestock and other phases
• position has not produced any open
MRS. LOLA LEE
received t w o battle stars while
of farming
'resent tnent
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Mansassas. She was appointed to
Son of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Owen, This GOP recognition of a Ne- , (-ere Christians here and probably promoted to general foreman, first Mrs. Lola Lee. of 1023 N. NlanasIN CHARGE of the George
Theodore Jackson, his assist- sr.. of 59g
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controversy. to the Mr. Earls' many duties include:
GRAD
die Griffin, and their daughter An-.
Mrs. Inez Glenn, of 1388 HemF. (Bull) owen, seated, and
gela, reside at 1247 S. Parkway. E. extent that the then Chief Dep. —Responsibility for a continuing '1'‘‘o mouths later in December, lock: Mrs. Idella McNichols. ot dent of the Primary Board.
Mrs. Lee is not working In a
his seat behind the new desk forted by 0. R. Turner, urged Post- His assistant superintendent, Lily Marshall ta Democrat.) quit , review of distribution patterns and 1955, he was promoted to his pres- 561 %%Aker: Mrs
alt ie Day of
segregated .set-iip but is station.
of
the superintendent, history was be- master A. L. Moreland to give Mr. Theodore Jackson. 53, of 1348 S. rather than serve with a Negro:facilities with the PTS organiza- ent post.
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Mrs.
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1
Parkway E., entered the postal American.
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"ions with the region and from
-Owen consideration.
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Is "" 19'3 as a letter carrier 11"ever' Mr. Lynom did
It's a history which would not This was in 1954 and consideraTer
Elihu
that review recommends to the schools in New Orleans, graduat- tha C. hooks, ot 1480
have been recorded had not this tion was promised when an open- ,and was working out of the main creditable job (rain July 12, 1954 regional transportation manager, ing front McDonogh No. 35. Ile re- Stanback. of 2483 Deadrick. and TIRELESS WORKER
• that capacity ii hen eleval-• until he gave up the post -;,t about change. establishment, or
• in
,I office
A loyal and tireless Republican
able man received aid more than ing came up.
curtail- ceived his bachelor degree from
J. Graham, of 639 Vance aye
.
six months when new Civil Serv- ment of existing distribution to pro- Dillard university, social science
s year ago from Republican lead- Late in 1954 the matter was:ed to the Lee Station job,
The project was completed in wtn•ker. Mrs. Lee was a delegate
to the National Federation of Remajor, and has completed resi- approximately 90 da)s.
ers in helping him get the consid- brought to the attention to Lt. A native Memphian. Mr. Jack- ice qualifications for the job re- mote magnum efficiency.
publican convention held in Washoration he deserved.
—Formulates and supervises dence requirements for the masGeorge W. Lee: Republican leader, son attenned old Hortrecht High quired more law enforeement es
ington. P. c. in 1934, where she
It was back in the Fall of 1953 H. H. Ateman, a retired postal school here. Ile has been chairman perience and law college study atreparation of proficiency exami• ters degree at Atlanta universw
was treated as a tirst-class
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Mr. Earls, a graduate of the In
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clerks al ,post offices of the first fa nt ry OCS School, Fort Henning.
graduate, took the examination nation, looked into Mr. Owen's wood ('ME church for about 15 meat.
and second classes which 'Jaye Ca., went into ser% ice in 1943 and
In September of this year she
qualifying him for a foreman job record and brought back a glowing years.
NO BIAS
Was a delegate to the Ninth Biin the post office. No Negro in report on the man.
was discharged in 1946, after duHe has just resigned as presi- !Ur. Lynom had his own desk no superintendent of, mails.
ennial GOP convention held in Chirecent time had held such & post With this report, Lt. Lee went dent of Branch No. 27, National in the Marshall's office. Ile trans
ties including a stint in the Pacific
into action. Ile called Postmaster Association of Letter Carriers, a ported both white and Negro Fed , CHECKS COMPLAINTS
in a mail-handling section.
Theater, as a First Lieutenant,
Wash- cago where she found true demo.
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1VASIIINGTON
When it was learned that his, Moreland but failed to get a "defi- post he held for 12 years. lie is a eral law violators front Federal —Investigates complaints of dam- ARMY CAPTAIN
ington, Director ot Minorities for racy working in her political parscore was "very high," the Letter I nite" answer.
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member of the National Alliance Court to county jail where to age and delay to all classes of Ile is now a captain in the re- the Republican National Commit- ty.
mail and initiates corrective action
Carriers association headed by He contacted Guy Smith, GOP of Postal Employes.
Personable and attractive, she
serve assigned to the 3090th Con- tee, disagreed with certain state'
aoait trial or transfer to federal
Theodore Jackson. now Mr. Owen's state committeeman, and Con- Mr. Jackson is married and la- penitentiary. Ile helped collect where necessary.
trol Group in Memphis and is en- Heats On civil rights made by is a former school teacher and
—Preparation and supervision of
assistant, and the Postal Alliance. gressman B. Carroll Reece and ther of three daughters.
rolled in the U. S. Military Intelli- Roy Wilkins. NAACP Executive was one of the first five Negroes
FHA accounts, passed out sum- Christinas mail-handling plans.
gence
Service course Army Re- Secretary, in an address here Sun' employed in social work here.
mons and subpoenas, he went out 1 —Directs the procurement of
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as the first Negro member of the U. S. Parole Board is
he said many Negro relatives of
he remained for five! Married to the former Miss Eth- "disagreed thoroughly" with Mr.1 Mrs. Lee proudly states that she
reportedly under consideration by President Eisenhower
persons in trouble were greatly leans where
elyn Lefebvre, of New Orleans. he Wilkins' statement that "neither is a native Memphian. Certainly
years.
relieved when they came in and
for a United States District Court judgeship.
gen- is father of three children, Felton party has much to brag about on she is one whom the city can
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In
found him there.
Should such an appointment go through, it would
eral foreman, second grade, office III, 13, a sophomore at Booker T. civil rights," hut -I can under- be proud of as a good citizen.
mark another first for Atty. Scovel
of the general superintendent, Pos- 1Vashington High school, Carol stand why he made such a state- Of vital importance is the fact
Richardson, son of Mrs. Capitola lize it would make Richardson the
tal Transportation Service in New Ann, 6, a Ford rd. School first ment."
that the Republicans have given
Hawkins, of 1663 Humber. Mem- 1 second ranking Negro jurist in
her a chance to serve in a truly
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, -As candidate Stevenson has
Should the appointment materia- ing on an inspection
and Air Force bases in lorida, gram in civil rights',_The Demo- carrier in -the
this great country of ours."
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flitted front campaign to cam"in
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and surrounding areas, "I cer- crat candidate has not deigned to
paten, his pronouncements Olt
Lt. George W. Lee. Republican LeMOYNE GRAD
tainly would not turn it (an offer reply.
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who
civil
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of the judgeship) down" but that
The members of the House of , for the post said:
, ally as the electorate he then
been a letter carrier at the Mc.
' he had heard nothing about it.
Representatives were Rep s. PRAISES IKE
sought to charm," declared the
Keller station post office, 4raduThe Tennessee Republican is Becker, New York; Leslie Arends "This is further evidence of the ated from LeMoyne college in 1948.
top-ranking Negro at Republican
•
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past president of the National Bar Illinois and Francis E. Dorn, New : determination of President Eisen- Married and the father of a son,
Meadquarters. He continued:
Association and the. first lawyer York.
Because the South feels so conhower that equal opportunities be he is a member of the Alpha Phi
' in Missouri, which he now calls
fidently that Stevenson is 'safe' on
Meanwhile Vice-President Rich- afforded all Americans regardless Alpha fraternity and a member
home, to be admitted to the Ame- ard M. Nixon disclosed to a news of race or relijon.
certain issues, particularly civil
of First Baptist church, lie is acThis was a "first- which impressed Negroes in the rican Bar association.
rights. I felt that some research
conference in Houston on Septem- "He is a man of deeds, not idle
into the reasons for this attitude
Tri-State area.
Formerly of Nashville, he is ber 26, that he is an honorary promises; dedicated to his sincere tive in the Little Theatre of LeVN
COW
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was in order.
Miss Roberta Church. daughter of the late Bob married and has four daughters. I member of the NAACP.
[...lief that there shall be no sec- Moyne college.
from
Church, a former Republican national committeeman
Tennessee, was named in July of 1953 to an $8,000 advisory job by the then Secretary of Labor Martin Durkin.
' The dynamic Miss Church, who
Church served as a social worker
maintains residence in Memphis
Chicago,
was the first Negro from this area in
appointment as consultant
Her
under
job
important
to get an
the indorsement of Old l
received
the Eisenhower administration,
GOP leaders of Tennessee,
During her tenure of service she Guard
She was supported by the Young
has rendered valuable assistance.
Blood faction here which camFORMER SOCIAL WORKER
paigned for Eisenhower.
She is serving as minority WINS PRAISE
groups consultant in the Bureau of
Since taking office Miss Church
Employment Security, U. S. De- has been lauded by various groups
partment of Labor, now headed throughout the country before
by James P. Mitchell. The three- whom she has made personal aptor of the Bureau of Employment pearances, discussing labor.
Security is Robert C. Goodwin.
She is an apparent chip off the
Prior to her appointment, Miss old block, political-wise. During
his life-time, her father was considered the most influential Negro Republicin. He was active on
and national
local, statewide
levels.
He became a confidant of Republican Presidents Harding, Coolidge and became an associate on
intimate terms with senators and
representatives from over the natioHne.
wielded quite a bit of power
in Tennessee in his hey day and
influenced patronage. He was plugging for the GOP when he died
in April, 1952.
11"\.
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HERE IS IKE'S RECORD IN NEGROES' BEHALF
Made It
Easier To
Own Home

Eisenhower UrgedSouth Gets Credit
To Back Negro Rights For Ending
D. C. Bias

He Dispelled Fears By Removing
More Barriers To Top CitizenshT

Back in 1952 while touring the South, Gen. Eisenhower warned white Southerners that they were in danger of
losing their own rights unless they were willing to proIt is a quite well known fact
By LOUIS LAUTIER
tect
with all their efforts the rights of their neiglibbrs
that the average Negro citizen
WASHINGTON — The real lev"whatever the color of their skins."
wants to own a home.
er which made the local
President Eisenhower has tak.
In Tampa, Fla. he told a huge crowd: We must re- restaurants end bias wasmovie
the
en steps to help make that dream member and recall the spiritual and moral standards that White House.
come true. Through his interest our forefathers had in attempting to write our DeclaraThe persons who acted as agi.
and efforts Congress passed a bW tion, and to explain our Constitution
they felt called upon ents of the White House in•
acdescribed as the President's -More to express
terms of a deeply felt religion. They felt men complishing this wish to remain
and Better Homes Program."
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable anonymous, but at least one of
The law provides that a $5,000
them is a real big shot in the
rights.
home can be bought for $250
motion picture industry.
They
didn't
try
to explain it in terms of color of skin President Truman
down, and that a $7,000 home can
magnior religion or anything else. They said men are endowed ficent in keeping the was
be purchased for $3.50 down.
issue of ciby their Creator.
vil rights red hot. He issued an
BEADY-BUILT HOMES
Now, under this bill, new homes 'WILL DISAPPEAR'
executive order continuing the war
valued up to $9,000 can be bought
"Unless we protect the rights of your neighbor, what- time FEPC until Congress dealt
for five per cent down.
ever the color of his skin." Cen. Eisenhower said, "we are it a death blow by withohlding
funds for salaries and expenses.
The ready-built homes can be going to lose our own right. Unless
you exercise these
purchased for down payments of great privileg
es of your own government, finally that will HELPED SOME
10 per cent up to $9,000 values and disappe
He issued an executive order
ar."
for higher first payments as valIn Little Rock, Ark., he said that America would "re- creating t h e President's CIVIL
ues increase.
What does this mean? That main great by acknowledging the brotherhood of man un- Congress a special message urging enactment of a civil rights
you can buy a $9,000 home for der the Fatherhood of God."
prograin.
$450 down and that you will have
"Mr. Eisenhower admitted there were special "group
Other orders he issued created
30 years to pay for it at a low problems" and
he appealed to his audience to approach the Committee on Equality of
monthly rate, and with on four these
Treatment and Opportdnity in the
"in a spirit of cooperation."
per cent yearly interest charge.
Armed Services, the Fair EmA
PREDI
CTION
HIGHER PRICED HOMES
ployment Board in the Civil ServHe warned that unless "a climate of cooperation" ice Commission, and the GovernIf you are interested in a
home above $9.000, it can be pur- succeeded in eliminating inequities "the creeping tide of ment Contract Committee.
chased for five per cent down, upi central law that results in all-powerful government" ' All of these things had a tremendous effect in the fight against
to $9,000 of its value, and 25 per would follow."
discrimination a n d segregation.
cent of any appraisal above $9,000.
Since taking office, President Eisenhower has shown
But Mi. Truman did nothing in
Hence. you can buy a $10.000
consistency in calling for fair-play and justice for the Ne- the District
of Columbia where
home with a down payment of
gro in the South.
Federal jurisdiction is unques$700.
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER
\ 10E PRESIDENT NIXON
Last January. during the peak of campaigns of vio- tioned.
• Here is a further breakdown:
lence
and economic pressure against the Negro, which in- As one White House reportA $12,000 home can be bought
BY ETHEL L. PAYN
!handed dollt its decision on May is the first Negro secretary in the
for a down payment of S1.'4./0: a cluded at least a half dozen unsolved slayings, President er put it in a bull session in the
17, 1954 invalidating segregation in White House. She works for Presi.
The date was Nov. 5, 1952.
$15,000 home with a down payment Eisenhower took official cognizance of the reign of terror White House lobby, when Mr.
'schools, the District began to de- dential Assistant Sherman Adams.
Somewh
ere in a large city in the heart of a heavily segregate its schools.
bf $1950; a $20,000 home with a , in the South, in his annual state of the union message to Truman left the White House a
Today they
Atty. Julia Cooper was named
colored person couldn't buy a cup populated Negro district, a group of leaders sat in
down payment of $3,200.
Congress.
a mom. are desegrated. President Eisen- to the legal staff of the
of
coffee
Seventee
at
General
nth
St.,
and
Utter silence prevailed as each man submerged him_ hower had kept his promise, about
THE DIFFERENCE
He said: "It is disturbing that in some localities alle- Pennsylvania ave. — one block self deep
Services
Administ
ration,
within
' What is the difference between
his inner thoughts in the atmosphere of cleaning up Washington, D. C.
gations persist that Negro citizens are being deprived of from the White House.
Roberta
daughter of the
gloom which hung like a shroud over the
this and the old financing sysAppointments of Negroes to late famedChurch,
room.
The
things
their
the
rights
Eisenho
to
vote
wer
ad.
and
likewis
are
e being subjected to
political
Silhouett
tem set up by the Roosevelt and
ed
agaipst
a window in
_ choice positions began to fall like Church, of Memphis leader, Bob
ministration has done in the Dis- the
. Tenn., got a
fading twilight, his big frame
-Truman administrations? It is less unwarranted economic pressure.
trict of Columbia-getting restau- sagging
I so. Ike's not for us and the party ripe plums from a tree. Some of , job as minorities consultant in the
'than half of what was required. HIS RECOMMENDATION
dejected
ly,
one
of
the
these were replacements from I Labor department.
rants to accept immediately the
doesn't give a damn.
Repub- former administ
A national voluntary mortgage
recommend that those charges be thoroughly ex- Supreme C o u r t ruling dthat groupstood looking down at the , hears are now in and The
rations. Some were:
it's
all
for
atrs Jane Morrow Spaulding be.
teeming life on the street below,
credit committee is set up. under mined by a hi-partisan commission created
notable
firsts.
Moreover, the came .the
by the Con- I colored people must be serve in
the
rich
man,
a
little
for the poor
"Where
assistant to Mrs. Oveta
do
we
go
from
the new Eisenhower plan. to! gress.
ere:
seidteonteoniined
. icated that more
1 any restaurant they choose to he spoke
man, and nothing for the colored
Culp Hobby at Health, Education,
aloud,
unconsci
:make it easy for home-owners to
ously
‘Pyreer
patronize
. the movie theater's to
man."
"It is hoped that such a commission will be establishand Welfare. Later she resigned
finance their mortgages.
Among Les: outstanding aPP01711- to take
drop the color bar, and the Dis- voicing the question in the Minds , And then suddenly,
ed
promptl
y
that
so
a post at the War Claims
may
it
of
the
arrive
finding
rest.
at
s
which
can
Therefore, President Eisenhowthe exec°. ments were Louis B. Toomer of
trict Commissioners to write
Commission, where she served fur
Almost in answer to the ques-'tive machinery began moving tnIS
er has made it easier for a Ne- receive early consideration."
an anti-discrimination clause in
•
h ' as
s
a while.
tion. a raucous voice from the high gear and to the delighted.as-i
He announced in the message: "There will soon be District ol Columbia contract
gro to, own his own home.
treasury. Not since Bishop W. T.
s — street sang
tonishme
nt
of
all
but
the
reactionout.
don't
Mrs. Ruth Caston Mueller of
recomm
'"b
want to
ended to the Congress a program further to ad- could have been done as easily
Since Negroes occupy most of
Vernon.
who
served
d Presi New
York became the assistant
Ike °ries' color bars began tumbling dent McKinley had a Negro
the substandard housing in t h e vance the efforts of the government. within the area of by t h e Truman Administra- see any of you that voted for
held to Miss Bertha
taking up room in the relief lines., in rapid succession. . .
Adkins, director
cities of this country, it can be federal responsibility, to accomplish these things.
I (ion. but weren t.
this post.
A strident voice joined in. "The The move was as brilliantly planof women's activities for the Reeasily seen that the new Jaw is FAILED TO PASS
.
Joseph
B.
Ray
of
Louisvill
e,
Ky.big boys got you now. You would ned and executed as any tactical.
publican National committee,
beneficial to minority citizens.
• •
not vote for no change, so now maneuver which the former sold.' was named assistant to the Fed-I
The program was submitted to Congress before it
Archibald
•
re-;
•
Carey, jr.. the twee
You can now purchase and main1
they're telling Ike be don't owe you ier had drawn up for deployment eral Housing Administrator,
I
Chicago
minister lawyer and fortain a good home for yourself adjourned. But that body failed to pass the bill. If and a
Iplacing
Dr.
Frank
Horne,
on a battlefield.
tall nothin.!"
wh° mer alderman.'
and family for less than it costs wilien the measure becomes law, the Negro's security and
1 The gloom of the men in the Almost forgotten was a cam-''was moved up to a post as special Edith Sampson assucceeded Mrs.
to rent in the slums, under the opportunity in this country will be greatly enhanced.
UN alternate
;room reflected the belief of many paign to clean 'up discrimination advisor.
I gate.
Eisenhower Plan for -More and
The Eisenhower administration recommended the
Everett
Frederick Morrow of
!that not since the enactment of in the nation's capital. First tarNot to be overlooked or underBetter Homes Program."
program thus, it is fitting the Republicans be given an
'the 14th Amendment had the po- get of attack in the giant project Hackensack, N. J., a former re- played
opportunay :o enact the measure into law.
search
director
for
litical stock of the Negro been at was the restaurant situation.
the Columbia smiling,in importance is shreud,
balding Val J. WashingBroadcasting system and a britsuch a perilous low. ,A nd the cOm• The late, indomita
Before he took office as President of the Unitble Mrs. liant lawyer, who had worked ton, the director of minorities for
ments
the
of
man
the
in
street
ed States and since. )Ir. Eisennower has warned the South
Mary Church Terrell had already closely
I
THIS SUPPLEMENT
with Eisenhower during the Republican National commitindicated the ever-present fear of
of its responsibility to the Negro. Further he has called
The increased economic protec. being caught again in the throes launched a campaign against dis- the campaign, was named as legal
crimination in Capital restaurants
for legislation on the federal level to insure 1 equality and lion given to Negroes by the Eisen- of a depression.
IS SPONSORED BY
When we say nothing, we do
ii and had brought suit particularly consultant to Seeretary of Coin- mean nothing
justice.
hower administration includes ex.' AFTER ALMOST 4 YEARS
in the matter of apmerce
Sinclair
IV:71s.
THE MEMPHIS AND
against
the Thompson restaurants.
pointments for Negroes from
The l'resident's proposals include the creation of a tension of Social Security bene-: Now after almost four years
Morrow
has
become
in Presidential advisers quietly
invaluable clerical
positions up to sub-cabinet
Civil Rights Division in the Justice Department. estab- fits to farmets and domestic work- office, the caaracter of Devight went to work
SHELBY COUNTY
on the restaurants as a liaison purson and he is an eosts and foreign
assignments
lishment of a Civil Rights Commission. with subpoena' ers•
David Eisenhower as 34th Presi- and other items in the project. able speech writer and speech
are made without being cleared
REPUBLICAN
powers, a n d Federal authority to protect Negro votingl There arc more Negroes en- dent of the United States has Finally the courts handed down maker.
a
vith him.
gaged in farming than in any emerged in sharp focus to give ruling in
rights.
the famous "lost laws" Mrs. Carmel Carrington Marr.
ORGANIZATION
occupati
on.
Nearly
an:Aver
all
to
of
these
many
question
of
suit
New
s
and
this
and
York was given a post as Before he took the oath of office.
was followed
This is the President's answer to the South's resisttarmers will now have the protee- complex problems. Along with announcement of the new policythe
legal advisor on the staff of UN .lobody could have guessed that
once in extending full rights to the Negro. He pleaded
of
Lion of Social Security including. this is the undisputable fact that admitting all datrons to public Delegate Henry Cabot Lodge.
the President would have taken
and warned. when the stubbornness persisted. he went tenant
•
farmers
and sharecroppers. the admittedly low stock of the eating places.
Scovel Richardson. of Nashville, ant a bold stand.
into act ion.
.rhis new Social Security Act is Negro has risen to a new high and Shortly afterwards, came the re- Co; mer dean of the
the greatest protection ever offer- the potentialities are even great- moval of the ban on theatres and Uleoln university, law school at Vice President Richard M. NixMo.. was ap- on is known as a shrewd,
movie houses. On the heels of this pointed to the Federal
et! to the needy of eur country. ee•
personSirce Negroes are more in need But what of Mr. Eisenhoe cr. the followed the master plan to elimi- board. An able person, heParole able, loyal and hard-working aide
may
to
the
President.
nate discrimination in einoloyment be appointed to a federal
01 economic aid and security man and the president?
judge- He
than any. other group. the legis- As a great military leader --who in the District. Thus the cam- ship.
is chairman of the President's
:pent most of his adelt life in uni- paif...n to end Jim Crow moved SOME FIRSTs
Committee on Government Con.
lation means more to them.
;Orin, there was no criteria for at timed staiSes of .nreaking dory.' Then came
tracts, which promotes equal
the naming of Archie
job
SO.ti
RENEFITs
itulging bow he would deal with resistance in Many nlares•
opportun
ity in American industry,
Alexander. the Iowa-born enginlic•c are sonic of the benefits 'he many facets of civilian life.
In December, 1933. Atty. Gen eer' as
Nixon
has
been forthright in press.
oi the new last:
Nor was there any particular .1. Lee Rankin. representing Atty. lands. governor of the Virgin Is- ing for equality of Negroes
Alexande
in this
r
was
the
top
faCiliU.`11 Cul erect by Social reason to believe that he had Gen. Herbert Brownell and the vorite
deka Significant gains have been
in
a
heavy
field
of
candi- made under his
&Tura). will get substantially adeptness or a ken lor the ex• "epartment of Justice. presented dates
able guidance.
for the job. ,
remely cielicate job of dealing the ease for the government in
1110;1. hioney .
The
biggest
His
appoint
position
ment
on
of
the
integration is a
.
minoi
'ties.
A ,,voinan who reaches the age
"ie schools cases is a friend of Eisenhower administ
ration is the policy of "go steadily and slow,
Nobody
realized
this
more
fully
'he
court.
ma: retire
a pension.
nomination of J.
ly." toward the goal.
„tan D.A. it Lisenhower as
non-taxable. ot S108.50 monthly.
The brief said that not only had Chicago lawyer, Ernest IVilkins, ,
as
Thus the Eisenhower
Assistant
SecIf a man is married and nis orov-ed later.
the high court the right to strike
- Nixon
1.'or months after the inaugura- down se'4reaation in public schools, retary of Labor for international team, as evidenced by results
wife is en:itled to retiremen:. both
affairs.
Secretar
y of Labor James during the past three and a
ot them may receiv a• much as iion.- the aoministration dragged hut it should do so immediately. P. Mitchell
half
told a press conference years repres. 's leadersh
its feet in givinf, Negroes a place This was interpreted by the press
ip which
S162.,
!o per month.
that
"when
the
opportun
ity pre- is aiding (hi rogress of the
n the sun in running the govern- and applauded by opponent
Nes of seg; .sented
I
M AY RECEI‘E Nolo MONTH
ment.
-caption as the view of the adminis-, recommend Mr.-seized upon it to gro toward first class citizenship,
Wilkins
to
the
contrary
to the widespread senti'•
The pessimists shrugged their I ration.
Aus )anii
'
ment as to what would happened
lett with one minor child, houlders and said. "I told you Soon after the Supreme Court; President for the job.'
Mrs.
Lois
Lipmann of New York to the Negro back in
re;aroless of toe

New Social
Security
Helps Many '

Two Charmers In Campaign

^4,

1.1 j

Nit Ile

his

iS

wife's age she
may receive x162.8u. it there arc
two* minor children she mas re

eels e S2110 per month.
A worker under 65 can earn as
inuch as S1.200 a ear: and still
get his lull retirement pay. A bene
ficiary of age 62 or over will he
able to recei‘e all payments regardless of the amount he may
be earning.
Now receiving benefits unler the

1952,

Influential Republican Lincoln League
Group

t

new act are sell-employed farm
operators. tenant farmers and

t

farm hands.

Aid is given to totally disabled
workers on preserves earned evebefore 'weaning disabled.
Household workers. such

• 'I,

IKE 3ANDWAGON GIRLS —
rhe two charming young IP•
ties shown ;i• 'Pe .01 !welt)

•ttir

,P:°••

!crest ie the !"..publican tick•
111 alma the Listnrower

wagon visited Memphis recently. The bandwagon is touring
many cities throughout the na
inn •lar'•
Thi.e
11' •

Marian

Aibright (left) and

as
maids. cooks and gardners will all
receive the benefits of the new
legislation.
Why not cheek on this if you
; fall in the bracket: If you are alI ready disabled and deprived. of a
pensiea after 'he age of 62 -no
' may still qualify for a pension
undet ihe law.
Miss Bernice Lewis (right).
They art. chatting with veteran
GOP leader and businessman
fie-rge W. Lee. Pt ellbt and
we'll-limn Republican 0. W.
Pickett.

fexas has the largest number
if •olinties
ltiv: o' the states
with 254, followeel
,:( rgia,
with 157, Keipoicity wiwth 117

"Woman
Power for Eisenhower" work
ers are a number of members
of 'n(14.91011 Republican Lin.
IN THIS GROUP of

eein
•
Lincuin

•'- "ton. The
cider leader-

ship of Mrs. Ruth Perry,
sponsors many of the area
rallies -ml other GOP events.

They e'-•
him.

Is'e. role in the
; !issue!
cessary to get a desired re.

tlf
,

sponse from what political
speakers refer to as the grass•
-Pots voter. Whenever theie is
hard `litt!ee 'political canilaign
'
"
League eau ue counted on by

it. Lee to do a
first-rate
Composed of eiviconinded, Joh.
religious and fraternal represen
tation, all deeply intereste
d in
the betterment of welfare
of
our people,
the league is devoted to progress.
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AND 5mE sAiD, DRINK,* LORD: NsD
Sw: LET DOWN PIER OiTCHEK LAIN
EDAVVE
iota DItoss.
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Sponsored By

sihri SHE HASTENED AND EmP's ED
eElt PITCHEIt INID Tee IliOsaaas Airrs
waTERED Ass.'NE CAMELS.

SAT.,

eaetzot
TRADE MARx

AMERICA'S FAVORITE
Milk and ICE CREAM

I

Ike Aide To Talk
At N. C. College
•

ent; Theodore Jackson. assistant supelintendent. and IA.
C. W. Lee, for whom the new
facility is named. A brief ceremony marked the opening.
The postal station was for-

many dedicated in a grand
manner back in Jul). In the
background are some of the
mail carriers who are working out of the station. (Biair
Photo)

Mr. .Armstrong revealed to the
parents that the buses travel a
distance of S. miles daily over
the entire city transporting Keel
students.
Both bud drivers. Theodore
Wade and J. B. Brookss attended
! the banquet, receiving much
praise from the speaker and parents as they cited interesting remarks of affection and love made
by their children about the drivers.
After the discussion group all
eyes and ears were focused on the
''Jones Boys" and the "Revelstors," two outstanding musical
, groups, who sang several selections. The parents of Keel were

BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
( sermon by the pastor, Rev. 0.
It will be Usher's Day at the C. Crivens.
pethlehem Baptist church. DeilyThe Sunday school at 9:15 a. m,
ering the main address for the will be under the supervision of
Dr. F. L. Stephen.
observance will be Rev. Charles
Baptist Training Union cornEpps of Gospel Temple Baptist
mences at 6.3(.; p. m. Rev. Jochurch He will speak at 3 p.151. seph Wilson, jr., is the
director.
The ushers of Gospel Temple Worship will be held at 8 p. m.
Baptist church will be guests. Mrs.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
Mamie Bowles is the chairman. The home
department of St.
Sunday school will be under the John Baptist church at 640 Vance
direction of B. H. Heiman at 9:30 and Orleans sts., held its annual REV. R. J. MABERRY, pastor of
..
a. m. The pastor, Rev, J. H. Home Department Day Rally last Morning Star Baptist church, 777 1
Medical
Bibbs, will preside during the Sunday. The guest speaker was E. Georgia. will spealgoil "A Wit.
•
morning worship at 11 a in. Corn- Rev. W. G. Ward. Music was ,
for God- at the 11 a. m.
bined choirs of the church will furnished by the male chorus of worship Sunday. At 2 p. in. the
furnish the music.
St. Stephen Baptist church on N. church will h a v e a baptismal
The Ladies Auxiliary to the
service at Tabernacle Baptist
James Peoples will direct the Third.
Bluff City Medical Society met at
church
at
769
Polk. Revival serv- ,
Baptist Trainiug Union at 6:30
the home of Dr. D. H. Westbrook,
Rev. A. McEwen Williams is the ices at Morning
star were conductp. in. Evening service will be held pastor. The superintendent of the
ed recently by Rev. S. L. Hamp- of 1115 Turley on Oct. 4,
at 1:30.
home department is Mrs. Jennie ton, pastor of Pleasant
Green Bap- " Mrs. A. Ross, Chaplain, led the
Young. Mrs. N. Jones is the secre- oft.
' invocation.
MT. NEBO BAPTIST
Climaxing Sunday's worship at tarty.
Hostesses for the session were
•
Mrs. D. H. Westbrook and Mrs.
Mt. Nebro Baptist church will be EARLY GROVE BAPTIST
a well-planned program by the
T. H. Watkins.
A memorial program honoring
oung people. Miss Lillian Walton the late Mrs, Emma Trice Mc.
Discussions on the agenda inwill be in charge.
cluded:
Gaughy • will be sponsored by the
Beginning at 925 a. m., Her- Mothers• Board of the Early Grove
The Sphinx club of Beta Xi (1) The advisability
of changry Joyner will conduct the Sun- Baptist church, next Sunday. Mrs. chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha fra- ing the day of meeting
from
day school. A stirring address by ,MeGaughy organized the Mothers' ternity will hold its annual Thursday to
some other day for
the pastor, Rev. Roy Love, will Board in October, 1906. An ac- "Sphinx Canteen," Friday, Octo- the
convenience of some of the
be heard at 11 a. m.
tive member of Early Grove for her 19, from 8 until 12 p. m. at members.
Baptist Training Union will be. many years, she set a shining ex- Loeloyne
•
college.
(2) The yearly project through
gin at 6:20p. m.
Beta Xi Splunamen James which the club
ample of leadership. Mrs. M c raises scholarpublic
The
is cordially invited Gaughv was the mother of Mrs. Hawes, Celophus Hodson. Walter
ship funds.
to attend services at Mt. Nebo Alice Collier who is the present Elkins and Danny Richmond will
Afterwards the guests served a
Baptist church,
director of the Mothers' Board.
' be assisted by two of their "big delicious menu.
Rev. Eugene Waller is the pas- brothers, Kenneth Cole, dean of
Gifts were presented to two
T. STEPHEN BAPTIST
members, Mrs. L. A. Johnson and
The St. Stephen congregation tor. Mrs. Iola Yancy and Mrs. pledges. and Marion Barry, jr.
The student body of the college Mts. L. G. Fowlices, recently rewill celebrate its annual Home- ! Carrie Porter are president and
is invited.
tired teachers.
coming day, Sunday. An effort %till secretary.
be made to reinstate all inactive sT. JUDE BAPTIST
members. All shut-ins will be
Services at the St. Jude Baptist
brought to church for this much
church Sunday will be regular.
anticipated day. And, to culminate
Starting at 9:15 a. in., William
Just one of the millions of happy, healthy babies
It all, a free full course dinner
H. Davis will conduct the Sunwill he served not only to the
raised on Pet Evaporated Milk
school.
day
members of the cuurch but the
The
Rev.
pastor,
W.
H.
Mosby,
general public as well. It will be
served in the lower level of the will officiate at 11 a. m • The muchurch following the 3 p. m. pro. bined choirs of the church will
render music.
gram.
Mrs. Easter Charles will direct
The speaker at 3 p. m. will be
tiev. F. R. Nelsen. pastor, Friend- the Baptist Training Union at 6
ship Baptist church. Friendship p. m.
members will participate.
General service will be held at
A short program is scheduled 8 p. m.
for II a. m. along with a dynamic
LAKE GROVE BAPTIST
Four inspiration-packed days
marked the Twentieth Anniversary
Observation of the pastor and wife
of the Lake Grove Baptist church,
Rev. and Mrs. Horace Robinson,
recently.
The message initiating the obMAKE ROOM FOR COD
servance was delivered by Rev.
R. W. Taylor, Rev. J. B. Jones
; Oh God, look down upon us
was master of ceremonies. DeaI cry,
cons of Trinity. Bethlehem a n d
Cynic in our hearts and purify;
Lake Grove Baptist churches fierynear out all the sin and wrong;
Jealousy, hate deceit and scorn; ! ed.
-Other sermons were delivered
Take away malice and envy too.
CHARLIE, Ill, son of
by Rev. C. B. Burgs, Rev. Brady
Take away greed and make
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Parson Jr., 1915 Fisher Ave,
Johnson and Rev. C. T. Nelson.
our hearts true.
The masters of ceremonies were
•
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby ot
Give us the strength to put up Rev. W. M. Fields, jr., Rev. B.
the Week" Certificate! The proud parents will receive
the fight,
T. Hopkins and Rev. P. C. Polk
To by more like Thee in Thy
$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer,
Mrs. A. M Pratcher was chairsight.
1 man of tlie observance and Mrs',
More of America's happy: healthy babies are roise4
Fill our hearts full of humility
W. M. Brown was co-chairman.
1nd cast out It ions enmity.
on
Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
Help us clear up the wrong and
the sin
The first general bacteriology
RNTIR • YOUR BABY'S PHOTO TODAY!
Open your hearts ,and let God
course in America was taught at
walk in.
, ear baby sat bawl fed Pet Evapereteei Wk. end I. teat
the University of Illinois in 1877
By Mabel Kelly Wright
Own 3 yowl el 1410,1111in Ste rovvoo end
Phooe io,
(Widow of Fr.
M m %%tight) ' by T. .1. Burrill.
PSI PALK

Auxiliary
Discusses Project

ness

Sphinx Canteen
Date Oct. 19

"Pet Milk Baby of the Week"

•

7

all of hose with whom we come
in contact.
%lute
we
Who
are
now
swiftly approaching that day of accountability lead some child cross
the street let us be mindful that
we are doing more tban merely
leading him across the street, but
we ate leading him into a new
and wholesome life that is the reyoung inquiring mind they presented a deep-seata problem. The
soling man who was about to
cross the street was getting ready
to move out on another life that
is far more demanding.
He would demand of him an answer why he did his or why he
did that. Ile would want to know
t he reason behind every action.
The only young man who is going
to be able to make a worthy con- •
tribution in such tring times will
be the man who will stand at the
crossroad armed with the answers.
The older people who teday
stand as guardians of fertile minds
and anxious souls must fill both
of these with those things that
will enable these young minds to
stand
up
uncompromisingly
stilt of our living a wholesome
life before him.
Therein lies the challenge before
us.
It Is not just a matter of pre.
eepts hut a large matter of example. Our young people of today
stand in dire need of examples.
They are being talked to death
but much of this talk would not
be necessaq if a little more living was in evidence,

I saw an old man yesterday gen- from that. but in far too many
tly take a young child by the hand instances the child gets too much
and lead him across the street. and when he finds himself -on
his own- he can't solve his probThe young boy, full of life, jumpleins.
ing and running, wanted to run off
This old man stood at the fork
and leave his old associate. The
of the road in this child's life. No
old man was too slow.
doubt the old man heard time and
But here we see life at it's mean
time again the proverbial quesextremities. one an energetic child
tion, "why?" Maybe these quesand the other an old man weary,
tions were simple and self-explanBoth has driver a. Theodoie proud to be their host for the. with the strife and toils ot this! atory ta the old man hut to this
world.
even
But
with
this
there
handicapped Week was celebrat• I evening.
against the moral, spiritual, and
ed last Monday night by the Keel
John Pyre, a member of the was something else that ran intellectual, problems of tomorschool PTA with Frank "Dea- Revelators is father to John Pyre, across my mind.
row. Too long see have held ourNN, hat else was the old man
con" Armstrong. promotion sales- Sr., a student .at Keel.
selves aloof and allowed things to
giving this young boy so full of
man of WDIA as special guest.
Thanks was also extended to
go on unheeded, but no m o r e.
wonder
guidance
energy?
if
his
I
After a prayer for the physical- Mrs. Pyre for inviting these two
These fertile minds must be led
stopped with the mere crossing of
ly handicapped led hy the chap- groups to sing on the program.
to new realisations, they must be
the street. Sometimes guidance is
lain, Mrs. Elizabeth Lauderdale
.
! Appreciation was also express- too small and too limited, the given insight o °sethings that
parents enjoyed a delicious tored to Mrs. Annette Williams, her child needed more than someone are worthwhile. These are o u
key dinner as Mr. Armstrong and
tasks. only in proportion that we
committee and all parents for to hold his hand as he was
led'
parents discussed practices of saltheir contribution in providing. across the street. The child need- blaze new paths, open new horiety. economy adequacy and effizons, and revitalize new ambitions
preparing dinner and their ores- ed someone to sit down and
tell will
ciency of pupil transportation as ! e
lilt' he worthw hilt. for Us and
nce at this special occasion.
him
pitfalls
the
of
hurrying across
it applies to their children while i
Mrs, Elizabeth Ware is Presi. . the street without caution so that
they ride the Goodwill Bus.
dent.
when the day comes when he find,
[ TRAFFIC TALK
himself without the old man to
Some of the highpoints of Mr. Pleased By PTA Publicity
lead him he might go safely
Armstrong's talk centered around
1 , across himself.
Fd t •WA• A A•
D
'traffic hazards of neighboring chilOne of the most tragic things of. DURHAM,
pleased with the excellent notices
N. C. — President
dren surrounding the bus as the
this
day
and
is
time
wrapped
up
you published about the Pope PTA
,i Dwight Eisenhower's chief Negro
children board the bus: automo- meetings
last season. The meet• " in the fact that many of our young l aide will speak in North Carolina
biles not obeying the Stop-Signal ings and PTA
projects have been people are so shadowed with par-' College's Forum series on Oct. 30.
arm; children standing on bus a great success w hich have in no ental care that when the day arE. Frederick Morrow, Adminwhile in motion; the need of par.'small measure been due to the co- rives they must go on their own
istrative officer for the Special , Pure cellulose, such as
cotton
ents meeting the bus to assist 'operation you gave us. We are they are unable to do so.
Protects Group Executive Office for example, can be utilized as
a
their children and notifying the !deeply grateful. — Mrs. H. RanI am not saying that a child of the President. is slated to disfood for coos, according to recent
d
atr,isve-enrt. when their child is to be „dall. publicity chairman.
does not need parental care, far cuss the topic, "Are You Ready?"
experiment,.

Keel PTA Discusses
Pupil Transportation

ON HAND for the formal opening of George W.
Lee station last Tuesday morning were, from felt: Postmas•
ter A. L. Moreland, William
F. Owen, station superintend-
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POETRY
CORNER

FORA
PRICE-LESS
CHRISTMAS
SAVE
AS YOU SPEND
WITH

QUALITY
STAMPS

Yes Madame,
Have there been too many
thank you's around the household lately? So often the odor
of freshly baked gingerbread or
yeast bread can pep up those
lagging appetites. Try it on
your family today! Nothing
beats the old fashioned home
cooked meals in keeping )our
family happily together.

Streamline your meals to much
and Dad and the small fry
would much rather go .to the
corner lunch wagon where time
and thought has been used to
entice them.

Jack Sprat the most reliable
brand ever Is waiting to help
make your planning easy at all
Big Star Stores,

Get that bag of Sack Sprat
enriched wheat flour to day
and the aroma of spicy ginger
bread pleasantly welcome Dad
and the small fry when they
return home this evening. Serve
it hot with butter or cold topped with apple sauce or with
scoops of lime sherbert — the
combination is real good try it.
NUT GINGERBREAD

eggs; 1-2 cup sour cream;

JANA

C. PORTE&

1-2 cup molasses' 1-2 *up
brown sugar; 1-1-2 cups sifted
Jack Sprat flour; 1 teaspoon
ginger; 1 teaspoon soda; 1-2 cup
chopped nuts; 1-2 cup melted
butter. Beat eggs well, add sour
cream, molasses and sugar, stir
in flour sifted with soda and
ginger. Add melted butter and
beat well. Fold in nuts that
have been roiled In Jack 'prat
flour. Fill pans and hake in
325 degree oven for 25 to 35
minutes: This ginger bread
made with Jack Sprat flour
will keep fresh for neveral
days,
Good eating with

137 tor now

Jack Sprat.

Zvi Parte! .
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Sparkling Talent Entertains Huge Mid-South Audience On Big Star food Stores' Show Over WINAT

410
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COMPAKT, 1590 Arcade Skip, $e Lewis 1, 42

•

MAKE BEAUTY CULTURE YOUR CAREER!
REGISTER TODAY

sAars

IDELLA'S BEAUTY SCHOOL

rout

I pledge to give the best in trot tong. I am a certified beautician ; and studied hair styling, haircutting and makeup from
the hest known artists In the field of cosmetology at home and
abroad; Canaria: Paris, France, London, England.
For Information Call or Write

MRS. !DELLA M. McNICHOLS - 581 Walker Avenue
Memphis 6, Tennessee — WH. 8-8493

NAM,

AG(

TOUR HAW
AMILESS

0.4u4ote)

(rum

(
Att
AJO Ochre
,looms** the proporty of ref AIM Co..'Amps clic*, Iher
tretird voll De Snot-

MT

LOOK FOR THE "PET MILK BABY OF THE WEEK"
—
IN THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER—EVERY WEEK.

EACH WEEK WDIA, the Mtd-South most powerful Radio Sta.
lion parades before 44 microphone a tine al ray of gifted young
stars. This is OPPORTUNITY tor the boys and girls of the Mid.
South. Hundreds of boys and girls who base starred on the weekly
els star show will he found in the big stars of tomorrows enter-

tainment world. These brilliant students presented a wonderful
program on a recent Big Star show. left to right: In Evelyn Grayson, Eleanor korge Houston. Bernice Smith, Charles Pierce Ramp.
Standing in front: Ernie Houston,
You are cordially invited to come to WDIA and arrange an appoist',lent or either contact the Tri-State Defender.
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%ice. SHOP NATIONAL

Si.
Piece

*.

or

V

,..._GEWING

FRESH, TENDER

GORTON'S

1gc
OC

Liver
10' Pig Feet
Turkeys
Shrimp Cocktail
J5
3-O:
Lb.

CHUNK

E

LB.

BACON

ox Tails
Bologna
Sticks

$

By the

SLAB

DFO
tie
e
Rfirisket

4

Lb 19c

i
DE
Tr
ENI

GREENS
MUSTARD
TURNIP
COLLARD

Lb. 1

Lb

10-14 LB. HEN

Lb. 49c

Lb. 29c

am
UM

T
u•
S
.
CHUCK ROAS

GOV'T GRADE
"CHOICE"
BLADE CUT

c

35c

SALAD DRESSING

•

2

WI

Your Choice

MARVEL!.

Lb. 49C
Pkg•

WM
OW

BUNCH

C
"Hazel"

Lb. 35'

Qt.

CRISCO
Lb. 89C
Can

TOMATO SOUP
BUSH'S GOLDEN

Hominy
Potatoes
Sardines
Bak'n Crisp
Mustard
Pinto Beans
Salt
Sweet Peas

10c TOMATO
9'
B1ackeyes
10'
Sausages
10' NATIONAL
HEINZ

DONALD
DUCK
46-0Z. CAN

CAN

JUICE

OLD BLACK JOE

303
Can

OC

ALLEN WHITE

300
Can

RED BIRD VIENNA

303
Can

MAINE

No. 1/i
Can

FOR SNACKS

No. 300
Can

KRAFT SALAD

60z.
Jar
1 Lb.
Cello

NATCO

Boxes
2

10c
10c
10c
10c
12c
17c

401.
Can

BONNELLI

Spaghetti
Olives
Green Beans
Pickles
Tomatoes
Grape Juice

300
Can

TOWIE STUFFED

1 ,
8
Btl.

/'

FOOD STORES

BUSH CUT

303
Can

DERBY DILL

'

Ag

Pip.

-17;

STANDARD

No. 303 25C
Cans

SIEVING

YOU BETTIE

Advertised prices good only
Oct. 18-19-20. We reserve the
right to limit quantities. None
sold to dealers.

SAVING woe MORE

2

KEYSTONE

GREEN GIANT

303
Can 19c

240z. 29C
Btl.

Advertised Prices Good Only at

NATIONAL FOOD STORE — CHELSEA & THOMAS
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Our Opinions
An Inspiring Demonstration
In the midst of hideous anti-social eruptions, while fanatics are yet fanning the
lames of racial hate to white heat, a cool,
oothing breeze blew in from the corn state
of Iowa where Simpson college, one of the
oldest educational institutions in America,
dedicated its new science hall in honor of
the late George Washington Carver.
The dedication took place last week during the college's third annual Christian
Liberal Arts festival. From all accounts, it
was no ordinary occasion. The board of
trustees and the faculty joined in with the
student-body in a mass demonstration of
respect and affection for Carver, such as
has never before been seen on a college
campus.
The memorial address, delivered by
Ralph Bunch, under-secretary of the United
Nations, was broadcast over-seas by the
Voice of America.
George Washington Carver was, without
question, Simpson college's most illustrious
alumnus. In 1896, after a few years of post
graduate studies, he was appointed to the
:acuity of Tuskegee Institute where he became director of agricultural research. It
was here that Carver displayed his eminence as a creative chemist.
With laboratory equipment originally
constructed from a scrapheap, he developed
from peanut more than 300 synthetic products and from the sweet potato over 100, including cheese, soap, and shoe polish. The
story of how he saved from soil erosion

millions of acres of arable farm land in the
state of Alabama, is one of the enthralling
sagas of modern agricultural science.
Simpson is a white college whose officials are not ashamed to honor a black man.
For, Carver's many achievements have reflected glory on his alma meter. This posthumous recognition is surely a superb manifestation of goodwill, of democracy in action. Which is much needed to strengthen
the structures of free institutions in a free
world.
Simpson's trustees could have easily
glossed over Carver's name. The new science
building could have been named after the
school's first president, or after some other
distinguished alumnus, or it could have
been called plain 'Science Hall' without reviving memories of a Negro alumnus at a
time when the race issue is being agitated
with uncommon vigor.
That Simpson College was big enough to
discount in advance the probable liabilities
that such a dedication might incur, is a
credit to its executives and no less a tribute
to the alumni who presumably are firm in
their conviction that academic honors and
meritorious recognitions should transcend
both race and geography.
This Carver Hall, in bold contrast to the
negative concept of race relations which is
retarding integration in the South. shall
long stand as a memorial not only to Carver
but as well to the spirit of decency and fair
play which motivated the action of the
trustees of Simpson College.

Typical Powell Move
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell (D) N. Y.
has touched off another controversy by his
announcement that he will support the
Eisenhower-Nixon ticket nationally.
The popular Harlem leader says he has
tot left the Democratic Party and he will
work for local candidates on the Democratic
ticket. It is not yet exactly clear as to why
Adam decided to take a walk. He did not
give a specific reason.
Obviously, though, he has been smouldering a long time over the alleged snubbings he has received from top Democratic
party leaders, one of the reasons why he
went off to Europe to sulk during the political conventions, and did not return until
the eleventh hour of the campaign.
There are some opinions that behind
his move were the tax troubles plaguing his
secretarial staff, one of whom is serving a
prison term for tax evasion and another
who goes on trial this week.
Actually, nobody should be shocked because most of his adult life Adam Powell
has been making sensational headlines one
ay or another by impulsive acts, not alsays based on principle or sound judgement.
He seems to thrive best in the glare of
publicity, doing a solo under the spotlight.
And when the lights are dimmed, he is
genr'nely unhappy.
'his is not by any means to diminish
the good works that he has done on Capitol
Hill. He has been loud and strong in defense
of civil rights and he has carried the banner high.
We are on record in support of the
Powell amendment to the School-Aid bill
and when the measure comes up again in
new Congress, we shall again join in support of the device which will withhold

federal funds from those communities who
are in outright defiance of the Supreme
Court edict.
However, if Congressman Powell's act of
walking off from his party is because of a
personal grudge, we can't see where he can
be of maximum use to either political party.
As a citizen, he has the right to his own
opinions and to support any candidate he
chooses.
Mr. Powell is not just a citizen. He is a
political leader, elected on the platform and
principles of the Democratic party by the
majority of the constituents in his district.
He has a responsibility to them.
When he chooses to act like a man
with two heads, one in the direction of the
Democratic party and the other nodding to
the Republican party, he is doing a disservice to the people. One must either be
fish or fowl and there is an old saying that
you cannot serve God and Mammon too.
Furthermore, Congressman Powell has
bitterly assailed President Eisenhower for
his adamant stand against the Powell
amendment and it was certainly a coalition
of Northern Republicans, and Southern
Democrats which defeated the School-Aid
bill in the last session of Congress after the
Republicans had hypocritically paid lip service to his amendment.
At the White House, the other day
when he conferred with the President, Mr.
Eisenhower still clung to his opposition to
the amendment. So it seems middling
strange now to find the New Yorker embracing those who are opposed to his plans.
After the sound and fury have died, we
wonder how many casualties can be counted
in the Democratic lists, and how many new
cohorts have been added to the Republican
band by Adam Powell's perverse flouncing
off.

iiNhat The People Say
Too Late

It was a sad sight at the Dem- Platform Committee.
Dear Editor: Mr. Dawsons' ocratic Convention to see Dawson We must be very careful as we
rote for Stevenson and Kefauver,
statement on the 1D. C. school desert minority members of the that we
do not also get Eastland
and
only
one
of
10 downstate, vot- and his gang,
probe is too jittle, too late. The
including Dawson.
committee has done its harm and ed against the Powell Amend- Robert Alexander, Chicago.
is this week closing up shop. Now
Dawson speaks. If he is as astute
a politician as his southern colleagues credit him with being, he
would have remembered what a
similar committee did before in
HOUSTON, Tex. — Atty. Harry from the University of Chicago.
D. C. on the matter of Negro fire- Groves of Fayetteville, N. C., He was for several years a
men. If he really worked behind
has accepted the post as dean of teacher at North Carolina State
the scenes as he says he does, he
Texas Southern university law college, but left that post to open
the
should have been able to stop
his own law office in Fayettethem before they got started if be school according to Dr. S. M. Na- ville.
president.
brit,
Groves
will
ashad wanted to,
He is resigning from his poIt is interesting to note that sume his post this week.
sition on the city council of that
')CONGRESS
CONGRESSMA
MAN
N IN COOK
He is a Phi Beta Kappa from city. He was the first Negro to
OF 13, BUT DAWSON, the University of Colorado and re- hold a city council post in Faymeat.
ceived his doctor of jurisprudence etteville.

N,C. Solon Becomes Dean
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- Da Bum!
by Nat D.Willioms
"Malarmar

INSIDE YOUR "CHEST"
Wonder how the leaders of this
It's time Negroes checked them- imaginary "All Negro Memphis"
selves about the C o in muni ty would react if the darkest-skinned
Chest.
members of the community would
In Memphis the annual Conimu- stand back and grumble, and give
nity Fund Drive is now getting only half-hearted support to a
a full head of steam. And in Ne- community fund drive to help the
gro circles the usual time-worn, needy, because of their charge
out-dated expressions and discus- that only the light-skinned f o 1 k
sions are heard. One can still hear held the high offices?
mutterings about Negroes "no t
The sneaking suspicion persists
getting credit for what they give that
these lighter-skinned leaders
to the Fund." Some folk are still
would be somewhat surprised and
giving out with lengthy arguments defensive.
They most likely would
for having Negroes sit in on what want to
know how many of the
they call the "policy making lev- darker-skinned
complainers h a d
els" of the various charity and given any evidence that
they know
community agencies supported by enough about communit yneeds to
the Community Chest. There are ask for leadership spots
son the
a lot of colored folk who insist basis of color. They most likely
that Negroes give a lot of "hid- would want to know
why should
den'' donations to the Community the issue ot color be
injected into
Fund thru ha‘ing made contribua situation where the relief of suftions on jobs operated by white fering
and need was involved.
people.
•
They would most likely point out
Various experiments have been that holding "policy-level"
positried to insure a greater interest tions of prestige
on the commuand more contributions to the
nity agencies helped is not as imCommunity Fund from Negroes in portant
as getting the jobs of
Memphis and Shelby Count y. the
various agencies effectively
There have been Negro Divisions, done.
with prominent Negro leaders as
And nine cases out of ten, the
chairmen. There have been campaign leaflets carrying the p i c- leaders of an imaginary "All Netures of Negro beneficiaries of gro Memphis" would be mighty
Community Chest money. There disgusted with any groups of the
have been special appeals beamed citizenry who kept a lot of noise
to Negro citizens to insure their arguing to be given credit for havgreater interest and participation ing given a dime to help a blind
man.
in the annual campaigns.
All that is well and good. It
All told, the interest and parhas its uses and its place. But ticipation of local Negroes in the
there's a more important aspect Community Fund Campaigns. . .
considered primarily within t h e like that of other elements of the
ranks of Negroes themselves. Per- population, should be primarily a
haps the best way in which to matter of heart. . .a matter of
state this aspect of the matter what's inside the chest of t h e
is to stretch the imagination a bit. contributor to the "Community
Suppose this were a community Chest." The old statement about
in which there were nothing hut "God loves the cheerful giver,"
Negroes. Let us suppost that the has wider connotations than that
same community organization ob- of smilingly giving a contribution
tained. . .with places of business, to any cause. It also connotes
schools, churches, homes, recrea- the spirit in which the gift is oftional facilities. And continuing, fered.
let us agree that there would be
An inventory of our motives
the usual number of unfortunates in supporting the Community Fund
A Defender reader in Natchez, When we no more can sin.
To holler, cry, and moan. 111.1
. • .the old, the sick, the jobless.. . or in not supporting
it, might be Miss., whom 1 have never met So every bitter thought of me
I don't mind dying
along with the young needing mighty revealing.
. .if done hon- sent me a program of a funeral Keep it for Nk hen I'm dead,
But I want my funeral to be fine:
character training and guidance, estly.
Do we contribute to keep there and a poem about death I shall not know, I shall not care. A row of long tall mamas
and the handicapped needing tide.
up appearances, to keep up with whose sentiments are interesting, FORGIVE ME NOW INSTEAD. Fainting, fanning andd crying.
over help.
•••
the Joneses, to he regarded as its title and the author's name
I want a fish-tail hearse
What do you suppose would "big shots,"
Somehow this poem reminded And sixteen fish-tail cars,
because everybody not given:
happen in such a typical Ameri- else is
•••
me of an early song of mine for a A big brass band and a
doing it, to keep our jobs
can urban scene. . .that happened and the good
opinion of the boss. When I'm dead, forget me, please, woman to sing called the "Young Whole truck load of flowers
to be all Negro? Do you suppose to feel superior
Gal's Blues" —
to somebody, to For I shall never know
When they let me down,
there would be a Community Fund keep from being found out
as That o'er my cold and lifeless form I'm gonna walk to the graveyard Down into the clay,
organization and effort? If so, won- cheap skates? Or do we contri- Your burning tears shall flow.
Behind my friend Miss Cora Lee, I want the women to holler:
der if there would be elements bute out of largeness of heart
and I'll cancel with my living voice Because when I'm dead I'll . PLEASE DON'T TAKE HIM
of the population to whom some true compassion
Want somebody to walk behind
AWAY!
of spirit for those The debt you owe the dead.
kind of "special" appeal would of our fellow
me.
OW-O
mv
0-AOYIDON'T TAKE DADDY
citizens and neigh- Give me the love you'd show in.
have to be made to get them to bors who are
I'm going to the poor house
then—
in need? Let's check
do their Christian, Community . . .then, straighten
Such a fellow might very weR
up and fly BUT GIVE IT NOW INSTEAD. To see my old Aunt Clew
duty?
Bring no wreaths to deck my grave For when I'm old and ugly
rciues
e
t:
right. .without complaining,
I'll want to see somebody, too. Play "The St. Louts Blues"
For I shall never care
The poor house is lonely
When all the flowers I love the
For me when I die.
And the graveyard grave is cold, I want some fine musts
most
But I'd rather be dead
Shall glow and whither there.
Up there in the sky.
I'll sell my chance for all the Than to be ugly and old.
Sing "The St. James Infirmary*
When love is gone
flowers
B
Weliceanu syeouthelerte m
aien,dtor
go-o-d man
What can a young gal do!
You'll lavish when I'm dead
Keep on a-loving me, daddy,
For one small bunch of violets
Like me left around.
IF YOU'LL BRING THEM NOW Because I don't want to be blue!
And behind him he might leave
And anothe- poem of mine is this final statement:
INSTEAD.
And faults that now are hard about a man who said:
Tell all my mourners
I don't mind dying —
to bear,
To mourn in red —
Oblivion then shall win.
But I'd hate to die all alone.
THERE AIN'T NO SENSE
I want a dozen pretty women
Our sins are soon forgiven us
IN MY BEING DEAD1
1-

The Poetry Of
Death And Dying

Alan L. Otten of the Wall Street rows between his shoulder blades. In the same speech he took
Journal wrote recently that Adlai They revived him with whiskey, a crack at Senator McCarthy bi
DR. LLOYD A. HALL, right,
Dr. Hall, an outstanding sci- Stevenson is using a different and when he could whisper they the following statement: "Catching
technical director of the
entist, is widely known in set of jokes in this campaign. His asked him if it hurt awfully real communist agents, like killfield of food chemistry and 1956 brand of humor is more and he said, 'It sure does, es- ing poisonous snakes or tigers, is
Griffith Laboratories. Chicabiological chemistry for his pointed, according to Mr. Otten, pecially when I laugh.'"
not a job for amateurs or chilgo, receives honor scroll
Mr. Stevenson was quick to dren, especially noisy ones."
work on meat fusing pro- and cites the following case:
sward of the Chicago Chap'To attack the Eisenhower quote a wisecrack in 1952 and
ducts, seasonings, emulsions,
In this campaign Mr. Stevenson
ter, the Americai Institute of
bakery products and other Administration's power partner- in a speech in Los Angeles, he is concentrating his sharp tongue
Chemists at testimonial banproducts. He has developed ship policy, which he claims gives came up with the following:
on the Vice President and Mr. Otquet last week. John Nair,
unusual processes for sterili- the expense and works to the Gov- "Now, I am persuaded that con- ten reported on this as follows:
ernment and the power and genitally, as well as a candidate,
president of Thomas J. Lipzation of spices, cereals and
the gravy to the power companies, I talk entirely too much. I think "He pokes fun at Vice President
ton co., made presentation.
other food materials.
Nixon fcr taking a day off, aphe tells of the pig and hen that of those imperishable words of Diswere walking down the street and raeli when a callow, new mem- parently to rest up from the unacsaw a 'ham and eggs' sign in a ber of the House of Commons ap- customed exertion of travel along
restaurant window.
proached him and said earnestly, the higher road." He gets consistently good response when he de"See," said the hen, "We're 'Mr. Prime Minister, do
you
partners."
think I should participate very ac- clares that the President set the
Vice President off on his cam"Yes," answered the pig, "but tively in the debates?'
paign
tour with an admonition to
what a partnership. Eggs is one "Disraeli gave him an appraisdays work for you. But ham is ing glance and said to him, 'No, go forth and tell the truth, 'Yota
I don't think you'd better; I think know,' Stevenson says, 'that made
a real sacrifice for me."
observation
led me it would be better if the House headlines in every newspaper
Mr. Otten's
to read again some of the Steven- were to wonder why you didn't the country.' "
son speeches of the 1952 campaign. talk, rather than why you did.'" Regardless of how you vote, seo
I discovered some old jokes that Speaking of quotations, Mr. can be grateful to Mr. Stevenson
somehow escaped me before and Stevenson made use of one from for the good humor. He may not
I regret that Mr. Stevenson LaRochefoucauld in a speech in get the last laugh but he got the
seems to feel that he must be Madison,Wisc., in 1952. It was: first one.
more sparing and careful with his "The old begin to complain of
great gift of humor.
the conduct of the young when
In a speech in Cleveland in 1952 they themselves can no longer set
Mr. Stevenson twitted General a bad example."
Eisenhower about Senator Taft Among the quips of the 1952
and the reactionary Republicans Stevenson are these: "Man does
with whom he had to play ball as not live by words alone, despite
the GOP standard bearer. Mr. the fact that sometimes he has to
Stevenson stated:
eat them," — "You know how it
"I would remind General Eisen- is in an election year; they pick
LITTLE ROCK — (AMP) —
hower of the wisdom of yet another a President and then for four years tle Rock was startled
Thursday
General. One day, after inspect- they pick on him." — "You evening when a large cross
was
ing his troops, the Duke of Well- know how it is; anything that burned at the home of L.
C. Baington said: 'They may not fright- helps the other fellow is 'extrava- tes, editor of the weekly
newspapen the enemy, but gad sir, they gance;' anything that helps you er, The State Press. Bates
was
frigthen me.'"
is a 'necessity.'"
not at home.
"Here is one of those extran- In some respects Mr. Steven- His wife, Mrs. L. C. Bates,
IS
eous jokes that got Mr. Steven- son was just as pointed in his president of the State
NAACP.
son in difficulty with a few serious remarks in 1952 as Mr. Otten Many people believe the cross
WAS
folk. In Albuquerque, New Mex- claims he is today. When he burned as a warning against
her
ico, in 1952, Mr. Stevenson said: was accused of talking over the activities in desegregation and oth"Somebody has been asking me heads of the people, he declared er racial campaigns which the
how I was feeling and it reminded in a Detroit speech:
organization has carried on.
me of a story of a man who was "Well, if it is a mistake to ap- Flames illuminating the eross
shot in the back by Indians in an peal to intelligence and reason, in, sprang up suddenly about 7 p. m.
attack on a wagon train out in stead of emotion and prejudice, Dr. Freeman, a dentist, who lives
this country in the early days. then I plead guilty to the charge. next door to the Bates home,
Some time later some troopers Besides that, I would rather be went over to the home, knowing
"Just think of the complaints we'd get if we regulated came along and found the poor charged with talking over your they were
absent, and extingushthe weather ... instead of predicting it?"
man unconscious with three ar- heads than behind your backs." ed the flames,

SO WHAT?

Burn Cross Al
Editor's Home

